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SPROUTING AND SEEDLING establishment IN
PLAINS SILVER SAGEBRUSH ARTEMISIA
ARTEMISA CANA PURSH SSP CANA
C L

waiton and
wambolt T P walton

R S

white 2

the

reproduction
was compared with seedling establishment in
importance and nature of vegetative production
le
plains silver sagebrush arve
Artem
misia
misla
from
arlemisia
artemism
Arle
flom
canu sixty three percent of plants excavated originated hiom
asp cang
cana
artemish
ism cana pursh ssp
rhi zomes sites that experienced habitat disturbance did not have a significantly different number of plants originating
rhizomes
from vegetative reproduction than did undisturbed sites parent rhizomes
rhi zomes were
ere significantly older than taproots which
systems
syste
were significantly older than aboveground stems rhizome dyste
liis were spread 3333 times that of plant height
ills
se entv
seventy
em or less from parent plants up to 52 sprouts were
enta nine percent of rhizomatous daughter plants were 100 cm
found on one rhizome seedling establishment was greatest during wet growing seasons and vegetative reproduction
vears
was greatest during dry
dn years
ABSTRACT

sagebrush artemisia L taxa are among
the most important plants on rangelands
lang elands
of the western united states beetle 1977
plains silver sagebrush artemisia cana
pursh ssp
asp cana is a major consideration in
the management of rangelands in the northern great plains this is due to the taxon s
competitive nature with livestock forages and
its importance as a habitat component for
several wildlife species together with the
other two subspecies of silver sagebrush
asp vis
ols
ois
mountain silver sagebrush A cana ssp
cis
bidula
cidula osterhout and bolander silver sageboian
derl gray ward
deri
bo landen
brush A cana ssp
asp bolan
this complex is encountered on millions of
hectares m
in 13 western states and 2 canadian
provinces harvey 1981
the literature young and evans 1972
bostock and benton 1979 went 1979 pro
vides contradictory evidence as to whether
seed or vegetative reproduction is more im
portant
porlant for survival of plants displaying both
habits in arid
arld
and and semiarid environments
accordingly this will have to be determined

each taxon individually the most pernielous weeds generally grow from undercious
ground roots
rhi zomes and buds cook
loots rhizomes
1983 thus these are important traits to unstand in successful rangeland taxa paraderstand
der
doxically vegetative reproduction in sage
brush taxa has not been previously studied in
detail despite the importance of these taxa
beetle 1977 mcarthur and plummer 1978
and their obvious reproductive success harvey 1981 understanding sagebrush reproductive success would provide insight into
plant population dynamics throughout western north america mott 1979 our objective
was to assess the importance and nature of
vegetative reproduction sprouting versus
seedling establishment in plains silver sagebrush
mol
for
foi
fol

stud
STUDY
STLD

description

six study sites were selected in drainages
of the tongue and yellowstone rivers near
miles city in southeastern montana the sites

arld R
arid
range
BO
vnnnal ind
of vannal
39717
slate enier
olge
bozenian
departni
deparini
sit bozegian
dep trtmentt ofaniinal
591
nidai
nidii montana 59717
Lnier git
zenian
nire sciencess montana state
au
2u
SDA agricultural research service
range ri
Ln estock andd rang
searell station miles
2lsda
research
mllesclt
semet fort keogh livestock
cit

201

SITES

mont
montana
moni 1111
tili 59301

clwamboltetal

202
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were considered typical in climatic and
edaphic relationships of plains silver sagebrush habitats in the northern great plains
harvey 1981 soils at each study site are
texturally heterogeneous but are largely a moloams with silty clay coams
loams predomisaic of coams
nant three sites yellowstone river frigid
ustic torrifluvents lower black springs
mixed calcareous frigid ustic torrifluvents
and lower flood fine montmorillonitic bor
ollic camborthids had experienced fire or ice
scraping and shearing in the preceding five
years no evidence of such disturbance was
found at the remaining study locations ligorthid torrifluvents paddy
camborthid
nite creek Camb
rollic cam
borollic
faye fine montmorillonitic Bo
borthids
borth ids and moon creek fine montmoril
borollic
rollic natriargids all sites have
lonitic
lenitic Bo
received periodic cattle grazing the area
has an average annual precipitation of 340
mm with peak precipitation received in may
and june
METHODS

transect excavations

at each study site a plains silver sagebrush
plant 16 to 40 cm in height was located at each
5 ni interval along 25 m transects 4 established plants of this size were selected because rhizomatous connections to parent
plants if present were still readily apparent
the 20 plants located at each site were excavated to determine whether they had sexual
or asexual origins
roots were carefully excavated by hand so
that fragile rhizome connections remained intact to determine if plants were of independent origin or connected to another plant
Rhi zomes were generally found in the top 10
rhizomes
cm of soil while taproots were excavated to a
depth of 1 in or an impenetrable layer plants
without connecting rhizomes
rhi zomes were considered to have originated from seed plant
rhi zomes and stem and rhiheight length of rhizomes
zome diameters were measured on all originally located plants and those plants to which
they were directly connected root distribution from each excavation was mapped within
a grid and line sketches of each plant were
drawn samples for age determination ferguson 1964 were taken from stem root rhizome and connecting rhizome sections of

volume 50

each excavated plant aging of sagebrush was
feasible despite the difficulty created by common stem splitting and layering ferguson
1964

to

determine whether differences existed
in the number of sprouts to seedlings over the
six study sites we conducted a paired stu.025 A chi square analysis
dent s t test FP 025
025
05
.05
P
05 was performed to learn if fire or
ice action on three of the sites was significant
in determining the ratio of sprouts to seedlings compared with three undisturbed sites
analysis of variance ANOVA was used for
comparison of age and growth means among
plant parts duncan s multiple range test protected by a prior F test was used for comparing treatment means
isolated plant excavations
two large well established plants at the
lower flood site were the subject of a complete root excavation plants were subjectively selected based upon two criteria 1 the
plant had to be relatively isolated from other
large plains silver sagebrush plants to minimize major competitive influences and 2
there had to be an abundance of small plains
silver sagebrush plants surrounding the potential parent plant the two plants selected
for excavation were slightly more than 1 in
in height A 5 m area around each of the
large plants was excavated so that all roots
including rhizomes
rhi zomes of all smaller plants were
exposed the size of each plant and the
root distribution from the excavations were
mapped to differentiate seedlings and
sprouts although we did not analyze the
data statistically our direct observation of
the root networks facilitated interpretation
of the transect data
RESULTS

transect excavations
plants arising from rhizomes
rhi zomes were more
abundant than those that grew from seedlings
.025
025 table 1 approximately 63 of the
P 025
excavated plants were connected by rhizomes
rhi zomes
to an established plant or rhizome system
counts of annual rings established that the
rhizomatous connections were one to four
years old usually a large established parent
plant was the source of rhizomes
rhi zomes connecting either single plants or a series of sprouts
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sprouts
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ground
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titio s bu s

subsurface connecting rhizo
chizo

0

fig

1

scm

16cm

graphic example of an excavated sprout connected to a parent plant and other offspring original or oldest

material is on far right

A comparison of the

number of rhizomatous
to non rhizomatous plains silver sagebrush plants found at
each study site
TABLE 1

site1
sitea
study site

Rhizomatous 2
Non
nonrhizomatous
rhizomatous

1

2

3

4

5

6

total

13

13

15

7

13

14

7

7

5

13

7

6

753
75 3.3
4511
45

sites are numbered as follows I1 yellowstone river 2 lower blace
black
blaek
springs 3 lower flood 4 lignite creek 5 paddy faye 6 moon

creek
plants with rhizome connections
connectioiii alive or dead to other plants
significant P
025 differences between rhizomatous and nonrhizomatous
rhizomatous
non
noni
tegt
plant totals by student s t test
are followed by different letters
testare
bestare
lettels

fig

however some plants were from a
series of sprouts along a rhizome presently
terminated with a dead or decadent stump
1

one site lignite creek was different in that

it had a majority of nonconnected
non
connected individuals
table 1 reduction of available soil moisture
due to clay pan soils overlying extensive
gravel at lignite creek might explain the
difference plant water use would be less
favorable with this condition at the surface

att
afi
aft
affording
an advantage to taprooting
tap rooting plants in
ording
reaching deeper more favorable conditions
the three sites disturbed by fire or ice action
were compared with the three undisturbed
sites to learn whether the ratio of sprouts to
seedlings changed with disturbance no sigos
nific
nificant
05
.05
ant differences P
05 in numbers of
plants arising from rhi
rhizomes
zomes due to disturbance were found
generally an elaborate subsurface rhizome
system was found that was older than aboveground stems there were significant P
os
05
.05
05 age differences among plant stems taproots and parent rhi
rhizomes
zomes table 2 over all
six study sites aboveground stems were
SIX
three to five years younger than taproots and
associated rhizomes
rhi zomes parent rhi
rhizomes
zomes with directly connected sprouts were significantly
older than taproots taproots and rhi
rhizomes
zomes
without direct connections to a parent plant
were not significantly different in age from
each other

WAMBOLT
C L WAM
BOLT ET
AL
ETAL
wamboltetal
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201 and over

centimeters
fig 2 number of distances encountered between parents and traceable sprouts of rhizomatous

sagebrush over six study sites
TABLE 2

age relationships of ofabove
above and belowground

parts of plains silver sagebrush plants from the six study
sites

mean age
plant part
stems

years

taproots
parent rhizome 2
systems3
system3
rhizome system

691
69

significant P

3.41
341
341
34

88
66001

05 rnean
mean
rdean differences by

originatingkoin
holn
koin
0111 a
ignidting fihoin
01 originating

parent plant

number of

20
31
37
25

204
28
68
128

duncan

followed by diorent
diftei ent letters
di&rent
letters
210rizome
uiizoine

standard
deviation

or
01

s

samples

multiple range test are

toshich sprout was
dead stump to towhich
which

directly
dn cctly
cutly connected
rhizome sections other than in
in 2 above

TABLE 3

plains silver

growth relationships of above and below

ground parts ofrhizomatous plains silver sagebrush plants
from the six study areas

plant part
plant sprout height
lateral distance to
parent connection 2
lateral spread of
system3
zonne systems
rhi zorne
rhizome

mean
ern
cm

range

number of

cm

samples

32

11 59
1159

155

78b
78

14 277
14277

61

11
369
11369

90

1056
105

significant P
05 mean differences by duncan s multiple range test are
followed by different letters
2lateral
lateral distance from parent
rhizome to nearest sprout on rhizome
01 i hizome
pal ent plant or
pai
ali plants with this growth habit
ail
ofall
system expressed as a mean cfall
of all
of all rhi
cfall
zomes in an excavation expressed as a mean ofall
rhizomes
of all
cfall
total lateral extent ofall
ail
ali
plants with rhizome systems

rhizome extension was greater than aboveos
05
.05
ground heights P
05 table 3 even in
older plants that had the largest aerial portions rhizome length from the selected plant
to the parent plant averaged 24
2.4
24 times that
of plant height total lateral spread of the
rhizome system averaged 33
3.3
33 times that of
plant height
figure 2 summarizes the number of distances encountered between parent plants
and traceable sprouts the largest proportion
59
of these connections were from 50 to

100 cm in length followed by the 0 soem
50 cm
distance 20

isolated plant excavations
the extensive sprouting nature of plains
silver sagebrush was apparent after excavations had been completed in areas surrounding two large isolated plants most roots were
part of a shallow complex underground network of interconnected rhizomes
rhizomes that often
included several smaller nearly independent
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2

im

fig

3 diagram of an isolated plant excavation
according to height

2

all aboveground shoots are shown individually and numbered

systems fig 3 this was most apparent with
older well established plants from which the
network originated fig 3
characteristic of the horizontal rhizome
expansion were size classes decreasing in concentric circles away from the parent plant
there was considerable variation in rhizome
complexity within these individual systems
rhi zomes can
excavations established that rhizomes
sprout at least 3 in from the parent plant
therefore a large number of progeny may
arise asexually from one individual individrhi zomes had from I1 to 52 sprouts
ual rhizomes
no evidence indicated that all individual
systems were of the same origin that is no
common root connections could be traced
however some might have been connected
and later separated after mortality of connecrhi zomes
tive rhizomes

discussion
vegetative reproduction is prevalent in
plains silver sagebrush and the causal agents
are of interest and importance to rangeland

management benefits of vegetative reproduction include 1 an enhanced ability to utilize unevenly distributed resources and 2 an
increased competitive ability to occupy adjacent areas harper 1977 cook 1983 in addition sprouts are better able to resist invasions
of ofseedlings
seedlings from other species while reducing
the probability of extinction this is accomplished by spreading the risk among many
genetically identical individuals cook 1983
an evolutionary strategy that employs asexual
mechanisms is consistent with the findings of
abrahamson 1980 who reported that increased environmental severity generally
shifted emphasis to vegetative reproduction
generally vegetative reproduction is most
important where fire weather phenomena
and other disturbances are common bostock
and benton 1979 went 1979 abrahamson
1980 legere and payette 1981 the sprouting nature of plains silver sagebrush is likely
an adaptation to its northern great plains
habitat flooding with associated deposition

206
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along with ice scraping during winter events
is common plant production and subsequently fuel loads for fires are relatively
high in bottomlands
bottom lands inhabited by the taxon
consequently fires are common in plains
silver sagebrush habitats it is logical that
plains silver sagebrush is a vigorous sprouter
in response to the evolutionary influences
of recurring disturbances this taxon is reported to produce only 18 as many achenes
acbenes
as big sagebrush artemisia tri dentata nutt
harvey 1981 tisdale and hironaka 1981
which likely reflects a reliance on asexual reproduction
abundant herbaceous vegetation in mesic
flood plains produces substantial competition
for seedlings vegetative sprouts may compensate through more rapid morphological
development because sprouts have the advantage of a nutrient reserve from established
plants the sprouting strategy increases survival abrahamson 1980
although not rare in the communities studied seedling establishment was found in only
one third of the plants excavated table 1
this may be attributable to the inconsistency
of specific environmental conditions required
for germination and seedling establishment
environmental factors especially drought
might best explain differences in ratios of
sprouts and seedlings found in 1983 for example a three year drought at the study area
occurred between 1979 and 1981 when the
23.0 cm and
mean annual precipitation was 230
230
preceded the wet year of 1982 with 416
41.6
416 cm of
long term average precipiprecipitation the longterm
34.8 cm this drought coincided with
tation is 348
348
the ages of most plants examined in this study
the relatively moist years preceding 1978
with 447
41.6
44.7
416
447 cm and following 1982 with 416
cm this drought provided the periods of establishment for seedlings at the study sites
however just as seedlings appear favored
during wet years sprouts were found to have
the advantage in establishing during relatively dry periods the cool wet growing season of 1982 was followed by a warm dry 223
22.3
223
cm growing season in 1983 subsequently
numerous seedlings and few sprouts were
produced during 1982 and few seedlings with
an abundance of sprouts were produced in
1983 few seedlings from 1982 survived
beyond the dry second season therefore it
appears that both the mode and the success

of plains silver sagebrush reproduction is
strongly related to available moisture as indicated by salisbury 1942 for wild garlic
allium carinatum
carinatum L perhaps this influence
of climate on reproduction might mask differences of sprout to seedling ratios expected
between disturbed and undisturbed sites in
our study these ratios did not vary significantly table 1 the reproductive strategies
of plains silver sagebrush partially explain the
taxon s success and require consideration in
managing its habitats for optimum balance
between livestock forage production and suitable wildlife habitat

conclusions
we conclude that vegetative reproduction in plains silver sagebrush is the primary means of plant establishment although
sprouting in this taxon has likely evolved with
habitat disturbances this study did not establish that a greater percentage of plants arising
from sprouts should be expected on disturbed
than on undisturbed sites however annual
precipitation does appear to be related to the
relative success in initiation and survival of
seedlings and sprouts seedlings apparently
require more moisture for both germination
and survival than do sprouts
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threatened FISHES IN WARNER BASIN

OREGON
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absrract
abstract

two federally listed fishes the foskett speckled dace and warner sucker are endemic to warner basin

in south central oregon the foskett speckled dace is native only to a single spring in coleman valley A nearby spring
was stocked with dace in 1979 and 1980 and now provides a second population the present numbers of dace probably
are at their highest levels since settlement of the region the warner sucker historically occurred throughout much of
the warner valley but its distribution and abundance have been reduced by construction of reservoirs and irrigation
dams and the introduction of predatory game fishes lentic habitats have become dominated by introduced fishes
builhead
buli
bull
particularly white crappie black crappie and brown bullhead
bead the largest remaining population of warner suckers
occurs in hart lake where successful reproduction was documented but there is no evidence of recruitment to the

adult population

two threatened fishes inhabit separate valleys in warner basin oregon in coleman
valley the only native fish is the foskett
asp
speckled dace rhinichthys esculus
osculus ssp
which occurs in foskett spring along the west
margin of the coleman lake bed the lake is
dry except during years of exceptional rainfall
the dace was listed as threatened because of
small population size trampling of its reed habitat by cattle and subsequent
stricted
strict
degradation of the springpool
spring pool area U
USS fish
and wildlife service 1985a
to provide a refuge population free of
the effects of intense livestock grazing 50
dace from foskett spring were transplanted
on 14 november 1979 into an unnamed spring
now known as dace spring on bureau of
land management BLM land approxi1.5
mately 15
km south of foskett spring an15 kin
i
mg
other 50 dace were transferred into the spr
cpr
spring
on 26 august 1980 A reproducing population
subsequently established in dace spring and
more than 300 dace of three size classes were
Lake view disobserved there in 1986 BLM lakeview
trict unpublished data
the presumed historical range of the warner sucker catostomus warne
rensis conwarnerensis
sisted of the main warner lakes pelican
crump and hart and other accessible lakes
and sloughy
sloughs in warner valley and low to
moderate gradient reaches of tributary
streams the species description by snyder
1908 was based on specimens collected from

warner creek near adel the
deep
warner sucker was listed as threatened primarily because of fragmentation of stream
habitats by irrigation diversion dams and the
establishment of large populations of introduced piscivorous fishes in lentic habitats
U
USS fish and wildlife service 1985b
long time residents recalled that during
longtime
the 1930s large numbers of spawning warner
suckers referred to as redhorse ascended
honey creek far into upstream canyon areas
andreasen 1975 by the 1970s the species
range was fragmented by numerous irrigation diversion dams on the lower reaches of
streams tributary to pelican crump and
hart lakes andreasen 1975 kobetich 1977
swensen 1978 coombs et al 1979 hayes
1980 which block spawning runs from the
lakes into streams
coombs et al 1979 found that although
habitats had been fragmented resident stream
populations still persisted nearly two thirds
of all adult suckers 198 of 300 were captured
by coombs et al 1979 in the canal between
anderson and hart lakes immediately north
of the hart lake spillway adult and larval
suckers also were captured in snyder creek
in honey creek above the dam at plush at
the mouth of honey creek in hart lake at
the south end of warner valley in twentymile
Twenty mile
creek between the south end of the valley
floor and the confluence with Twelve
mile
twelvemile
Twelve mile creek immediately
creek and in twelvemile
above and below the okeefe diversion dam

N W washington D C 20240
of land management 18th & C streets
division of ofwildlife
wildlife and fisheries bureau ofland
sheets NW
efland
athe
2the
he nature conservancy 1205 northwest 25th avenue portland oregon 97210
3bureau
lakeview
budeau
buieau of land management box 151 Lake
view oregon 97630
oregon department of fish and wildlife box 1214 Lake
40regon
lakeview
view oregon 97630

243
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in 1980 coombs and bond 1980 sampled
22 sites throughout the basin capturing 46
warner suckers at 4 localities honey creek
between hart lake and the dam at plush
canals of deep creek at the east end of pelican

lake the spillway immediately north of hart
lake and swamp lake in 1983 smith et al

1984 captured 1 adult warner sucker in
crump lake and 2 juveniles approximately
130 mm total length TL in deep creek
between adel and the falls in 1987 an adult
warner sucker was caught by an angler along
the slough just south of flagstaff lake J E

williams personal observation
this paper summarizes the current status
of these two threatened fishes as determined
by surveys conducted from 1987 to 1989
other native fishes of warner valley include a
local form of redband trout oncorhynchus
mykiss ssp
asp tui chub gila bw
bicolor
olor and the
common form of speckled dace R os culus
the warner valley redband trout largely has
been displaced by introduced trout and is
listed as of special concern by the american
fisheries society williams et al 1989
HABITAT description AND SURVEY METHODS

the warner basin comprises

6858 sq
aq km in
south central oregon and small portions of

northeastern california and northwestern nevada fig 1 drainage is internal and is divided between coleman valley and the much
larger warner valley coleman valley is a
separate drainage in the southeastern part of
the basin and receives sparse runoff observations ofthe foskett speckled dace and its habitat in coleman valley were made from 1987 to
1989 standardized transects were established along foskett spring and its outflow to
monitor vegetation recovery following cessation of grazing and to quantify amounts of
open water habitat
in warner valley all water flows into a series of north south oriented shallow lakes
potholes
sloughy and potholed
sloughs
pot holes during periods with
above average precipitation as occurred during the early 1980s and again in 1989 these
lakes fill from the south and eventually overflow into the northern part of the valley only
the three most southerly lakes pelican
crump and hart are permanent fish collections in warner valley were made from
1987 to 1989 samples were collected from
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lakes by use of traps gill nets and seines and
from streams with dip nets trap nets elec
tro
troshocker
shocker kick nets and seines most fishes
were identified measured and returned to
their habitat voucher specimens or those accidentally
killed during collecting are housed
ci
at the wildlife and fisheries museum university of california davis opercled
opercles
Op ercles from
five suckers were aged according to the methods described by scoppettone 1988 visual
observations were made of spawning warner
suckers in honey creek
FOSKETT SPECKLED DACE

in 1987 the BLM acquired foskett spring
and the surrounding 65 ha of which approximately 28 ha were fenced to exclude cattle
the dace population at foskett spring has
since expanded to the spring pool its outflow
and downstream marsh baseline water quality and vegetation monitoring at foskett and
dace springs were initiated by BLM in 1987
the following data collected on 28 september
1988 from foskett spring and dace spring
respectively exemplify the two habitat similari
larities
ties air temperature 19 and 17 C water
temperature 17 and 16 C dissolved oxygen
sg
53
mgt
mg1 conductivity 350 and 250
5.3
5.9
53 and 59
59 mgl
moh scm ph 81
8.1 and 82
si
mohscm
8.2
81
82 alkalinity 114 and
99 mgt
mg1
mgl cacos
mgt
24.7 mgl
mg1
40.0 and 247
247
400
cac03 hardness 400
caco3
11
and turbidity 14
.44 and 1is
ls
118
.88 NTU
14
the dace population maintains itself at
dace spring despite a tendency for vegetation
to choke out most open water the introduced
hish
bish
population has expanded by movement of
fish
offish
through a connecting pipe into a livestock
watering trough just east of the spring no
other fish occur in coleman valley
WARNER SUCKER

surveys on twentymile
Twenty mile creek above and
below the dyke diversion dam located 1I
adult and 2 larval warner suckers in 1988
additional 1987 and 1988 surveys failed to
locate warner suckers elsewhere in twelve
mile creek including sections in nevada and
oregon upstream of the nevada border the
canal north of hart lake the slough between
flagstaff lake and mugwump lake the
slough between lower campbell and campbell lakes or stone corral lake in april
1989 28 adult suckers were captured at the
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89 all collection sites are in
198789
m lake county
frequency of fishes collected in warner basin during 1987
oregon unless otherwise noted collections made at the same habitat are combined
TABLE 1

warner
location
Twelvemile cr
twelvemile
washoe co NV
mile cr
Twelve
twelvemile
dyke diversion canal
irrigation canal along
Twenty mile cr
twentymile
mlle cr
mile
Twenty
twentymilecr
twentymile
greaser reservoir

deep creek
hart lake
lower honey creek
ci eek
upper honey creek
canal north of hart lake
anderson lake
flagstaff lake slough
slough between lower
campbell and campbell

sucker

large

tui

chub

speckled
dace

white

trout

crappie

black
crappie

mouth
bass

spotted
bass

brown
bullhead

404
591

51

1I

I1
6

25
476

1

854

2

4
2

1

400
70
69

5

1

40
1620

14

1

2
7
27
82

31
10
107
39

30

1

17

371
5

12

449

19

7

campbell lake
stone corral lake

1

59

40

95

total caught

152

649

2269

96

2183

106

2

relative catch

25

107

374

16

260

17

0 1I

0

1

607

1

100

may include native redband trout andor introduced rainbow trout

mouth of honey creek in hart lake and 42
were captured along the east side of hart
lake fish ranged from 311 to 440 mm TL
aag
385.2 n 70 with most 350 to 410 mm
avg 3852
approximately 80 100 other adult warner
suckers were observed in honey creek between the most downstream diversion dam
and hart lake these fish were in breeding
condition and migrating upstream where
they were visible because flow in the creek
was reduced by upstream diversions in mid
may 1989 water began spilling from hart
lake into the canal toward anderson lake
suckers dispersed into the canal and 7
spaw ners were collected there in june stanspawners
spanners
dard length TL and age of 5 of these were
331 357 7 307 361 7333 387 7335 390
331357730736173333877335390

larval suckers also were
collected from honey creek just above the
9 and 340 397 8

downstream most diversion dam indicating
at least limited spawning upstream
overall warner suckers constituted only
25
2.5 of all fishes collected during 1987 89
25
table 1 nearly all suckers were found in
hart lake honey creek just upstream of

hart lake or the canal immediately north of
the lake introduced fishes dominated the
fauna of hart lake and other lakes and sloughs
sloughy
pomoxis annu
in the valley white crappie pomonis
laris and brown bullhead ictalurus nebulo
nebule
sus outnumbered native fishes in our collections from hart lake by slightly more than
251 tui chub which historically was the
most abundant fish in lentic habitats largely
has been replaced by white crappie
the warner sucker population appears to
be largest in hart lake but no recent recruitment could be documented except for a
small number of larvae in lower honey creek
no suckers smaller than 310 mm TL were
found white crappie were abundant at the
mouth of honey creek during june and may
have preyed on sucker larvae as they drifted
into hart lake A single trap net set there in
june collected 1530 white crappie and 20
brown bullhead

discussion

the foskett

speckled dace appears to be
near recovery no exotic species are present

1990

threatened WARNER BASIN FISHES

in either spring and the primary threats have
been eliminated some vegetation needs to
be cleared from the pool at dace spring in
order to provide sufficient open water also
fencing along the boundary of dace spring
should be extended to the east to include
additional habitat continued habitat and
population monitoring are necessary at both
springs because the small habitats are vulnerable to slight disturbances
the largest remaining population of warner suckers appears to be in hart lake where
spawning fish ascend lower honey creek and
the canal north of the hart lake spillway
populations also may exist in crump and pelican lakes
successful recruitment of young into the
hart lake population is limited by reduced
spawning habitat in honey creek and large
populations of crappie white crappie were
introduced into hart lake in 1971 and white
plus black P nigromaculatus crappie were
introduced into crump lake during 1972 and
1973 oregon department of fish and wildlife unpublished data subsequent collections of the oregon department of fish and
wildlife indicated that white crappie black
crappie and brown bullhead were common in
crump lake by 1978 K daily unpublished
data and presumably in hart lake as well
adult white crappie commonly feed on small
fishes pflieger 1975 thus their abundance at
the mouth of honey creek during the same
time that larval suckers were collected from
the creek increases the likelihood ofpredation
of
predation
on young of year suckers
seven irrigation dams on honey creek between the lake and plush result in limited
access by adults to upstream spawning areas
riffles between hart
during 1989 only two fiffles
lake and the first diversion dam contained
suitable gravel for spawning depending on
stream flows water diversion boards may
be placed in the irrigation structures before
during or after the spawning run swenson
1978 reported that during 1978 adult suckers
migrated as far as the seventh irrigation dam
at plush before boards were installed and water diverted for irrigation
A remnant population of warner suckers
may persist in crump lake as indicated
by collection in 1989 of young of year in
twenty mile slough below greaser dam additional
ional surveys of crump and pelican lakes
dit
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are needed to determine the extent of any
remaining sucker populations if present
however recruitment may be prevented by
populations of
ofcrappie
crapple
crappie
in conclusion warner suckers once were
common throughout the basin but gradually
declined from about 1900 until the early 1970s
as a result of agricultural development and
placement of irrigation structures in spawning
streams despite habitat fragmentation and
bish passage recruitment to lake popuhish
lack of
fish
offish
lations continued until the late 1970s when
large populations of piscivorous fishes became
established recruitment of warner suckers
continues in stream habitats but appears from
our observations to be greatly curtailed since
1979

control of introduced fishes in hart and
crump lakes may be impractical because of
habitat size 2928 and 3108 ha area respectively and large populations recovery of the
warner sucker in hart lake therefore at least
requires increased spawning sites and rearing
habitat
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HOME RANGE AND ACTIVITY PATTERNS OF BLACK TAILED jackrabbits
JACK RABBITS
graham W smithl
smith
jack rabbits lepus
home range use and activity patterns of black tailed jackrabbits
lepas californicus
oalif
califor nicus in northern utah
califor
km and did not differ between sexes or
km to 3 km2
were studied using telemetry home range sizes ranged from 1 1I km2
among seasons Jack
rabbits were inactive during daylight became active at dusk and remained active throughout the
jackrabbits
night animals often traversed their home ranges in a few hours during the breeding season males were more active
than females jackrabbits
jackrabbit activity
Jack rabbits were most active during well lit nights and high winds decreased jackrabbit
ABSTRACT

jack rabbit occupies
the black tailed jackrabbit

a wide
geographic area and is an important component of the biota throughout its range in the
great basin the jackrabbit
jackrabbit is the most abun-

dant large herbivore wagner 1981 and
serves as an important prey item for many
predators considering the central role of the
jackrabbit in many ecosystems little research
jackrabbit
on the species has been reported detailed
quantitative information regarding activity
patterns and home range use is lacking home
range use varies with the patterns of food
cover and water distribution dunn et al
1982 1I examined patterns of ofjackrabbit
jackrabbit activjaek
jackrabbit
ity and home range use throughout a calendar
year in shrub steppe vegetation in northern

utah
STUDY AREA

the study

was conducted in northern

utah near the wildcat hills in curlew valley
about 10 35 km north of the great salt lake
topography and vegetation of the area are
described in detail by gross et al 1974
four major vegetation types occur in curlew
valley 1 open stands of juniper juniperus
osteosperma at higher elevations 2 big
sagebrush artemisia tri dentata in the northern portions of the study area 3 greasewood
sarcobatus vermiculatus
wrmiculatus in more saline soils
closer to the great salt lake and 4 expanses
shad scale
of salt desert vegetation primarily shadscale
atriplex confertifolia
confertifolia and saltbush atriplex
falcata scattered throughout the study area
southern portions of the valley are typically
more xeric than northern portions and precipitation is most abundant during winter and

spring accumulated snowfall in 1983 1984
was 69 cm at Snowville
snowville utah 15 km east of
the study area with snowcover
snow cover persisting
from mid november through mid march
national oceanic and atmospheric administration 1984
METHODS

black tailed jackrabbit
jack rabbit activity and home
range use were monitored via telemetry incidental direct observations of
jack rabbits also
jaek
ofjackrabbits
jackrabbits
aided in describing activity patterns
black tailed jackrabbits
jack rabbits were captured
by night lighting and netting griffiths and
evans 1970 they were then equipped with
radio transmitters and released periodically
during each season additional animals were
caught and instrumented to replace those that
had died during winter some jackrabbits
jack rabbits
were captured in live traps and handled similarly to those captured by netting sex was
hofgen
determined from external examination of
gen
ofgen
italia and age class was estimated from body
size color and relative eye size L C stoddart unpublished data
transmitter collars were designed to minijack rabbit s neck wywimize chafing of the jackrabbit
alowski and knowlton 1983 1I assume the
transmitters had little discernible effect on
jack rabbit behavior stoddart 1970 donoho
jackrabbit
1972 brand et al 1975 keith et al 1984
telemetry stations on the wildcat hills
overlooked areas with instrumented jack
rabbits each station was equipped with two
horizontally stacked 5 element yagi antennas coupled out of phase with a sum and
difference hybrid junction A compass rose

department of fisheries and wildlife utah state university logan utah 84322 present address office of migratory bird management US
U S fish and
wildlife service laurel maryland 20708
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mounted on the antenna mast indicated the
directional orientation of the antennas A
transmitter placed at a known azimuth from
each station was used as a beacon to orient
the compass rose to true north
home range use was assessed by repeatedly recording azimuths of animals simultaneously from two tracking stations four hour
tracking sessions were distributed throughout
the 24 hour day with most occurring between
dusk and dawn locations were recorded
every 20 minutes for a 4 hour
bour period on all
animals whose transmitter signals could be
detected for each reading it was noted
whether the signal varied in amplitude suggesting movement of the transmitter antenna
which was interpreted as movement by the
animal the amount of night light was classified into one of three categories low medium or high depending upon the phase of
the moon and cloud cover wind intensity
during the 4 hour period was classified as low
or high by noting the wind conditions at the
tracking shelters periods of no wind were
included in the low category
home range use was assessed using program HOME RANGE samuel et al 1985b
this program offers a series of statistical tests
to derive the appropriate home range estimator samuel and garton 1985 within each
data set locations outside the home range
were identified statistically samuel and garofo0 if
ton 1985 and discarded given a weight of
they appeared to be errors or excursions outside the normal home range area burt 1943
core areas were identified samuel et al
1985a As recommended by samuel and garton 1985 only data sets with 50 locations
were analyzed comparisons of the sizes of
jaek
jackrabbit
the jack
rabbit populaofthejackrabbit
areas used by subsets of
tion were made using a two way analysis of
variance SAS institute inc 1985
because of the model selection criteria of
the program I1 used the harmonic mean estimator dixon and chapman 1980 for all area
of use analyses dixon et al 1981 recommended this technique to analyze lagomorph
spatial use because it eliminates many problems associated with other analyses
choice of a contour isopleth to represent
the home range is somewhat arbitrary anderson 1982 1I chose the 80 contour for jack
rabbits because it appears to reflect observed
patterns ofland use by these animals to allow
i
550
750
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comparisons with other published accounts 1I
also report the 95 contour interval although
it probably overestimates home range size
no statistical rationale exists for the choice of
the 95 level and its use may result from
biologists confusing utilization distributions
with alpha levels in statistical tests white and

garrott 1990

the

relationships of time of day season
sex amount of moonlight and wind intensity
jack rabbit activity were assessed using log
to jackrabbit
linear analyses sokal and rohlf 1981 terms
included in the resulting models reflect significant relationships within the data seasons
were defined by curlew valley weather patterns winter ended with the melting of snow
in march summer began in late june 1984
with the onset of hot temperatures and ended
in early september with the arrival of fall rains
RESULTS

the

daily movements of 16 jackrabbits
were monitored from february through april
1984 and those of an additional 44 jackrabbits
jack rabbits
were monitored from june through november 1984 1I determined the sizes of areas used
jack rabbits with 5 animals having 2
by 30 jackrabbits
areas each for a total of 35 areas of use table
1
the time periods for which areas were
measured ranged from eight days to five
months home range has been defined as the
area used by an animal on a day to day basis
burt 1943 how an animal uses its home
range affects how long the animal must be
monitored before it traverses its entire home
range typical home range use by black tailed
jackrabbits
jack rabbits involved extended use of an area
km2 animals often traversed
measuring 1 km
the whole area of activity in less than four
hours by dawn a jackrabbit
jack rabbit was usually back
near the previous day s resting location some
animals maintained this pattern of space use
for up to three months
periodically jackrabbits
jack rabbits changed their
areas of use these changes involved extensions of the areas of use into previously unused areas and abandonment of portions of the
previously used areas new areas were then
generally used for extended periods these
shifts in areas of use enlarged overall home
2
km2
is
no differences in the
ranges to ls
km
1.5
3
15
patterns of shifts in areas of use among different sex and age segments of the population

BLACK TAILED jackrabbit
JACK RABBIT HOME RANGE

1990
19901
TABLE

1

251

jack rabbit home range sizes km2
km and standard errors in curlew valley utah 1983 1984
black tailed jackrabbit
harmonie
harmonic
are a
harmon ie contour area

number
season

ofanimals
of animals

SE

95

80

SE

core

SE

adults
winter

077
045

1

6

251
125

66
166
083

064
028

096
047

033
015

5
4

108
085

025
olg
016
0 16
0.16
016

073
055

18
0018
0.18
013
0 13
0.13
013

043
032

0013
13

5
4

288
163

072
049

183
105

045
029

107
062

031
olg
00.16
16
016

male

1

female
juveniles
summer fall

2

221
087

0 14
0.14
014

1130
30
052

0 10
olo
0.10
010

072
026

006

male

1

female

5

035

073
092

021

043
057

015

male

2

female
spring
male

female
summer
male

female

006

fall

1 13
113
1.13
113
1 70
1.70
170

of variance using the
two way analysis ofvariance

df
season
sex
season x sex

error

3
1

3
21

SS
3 10
310
2 14
2.14
214

056

80

conto lur
contour
P
F

235
485
042

1987

wintering areas were located in stands of
primarily greasewood and
sagebrush although a few juniper stands were
also used wintering areas encompassed only
a small portion of the available habitat as
jackrabbits
rabbits concentrated in groups areas of
Jack
low vegetation were not used during winter
with spring shifts in home range areas
jackrabbits
Jack rabbits re occupied much of the valley

smith 1987

04
74

15 41
1541

were apparent core areas as identified by
program HOME RANGE encompassed
areas slightly larger than half the size of
home ranges the 80 contour table 1
and tended to be near the center of the home
range areas
jackrabbits
rabbits changed home range areas seaJack
sonally where more than one home range
so
was recorded for an animal each was analyzed
independently table 1 areas traversed during seasonal migrations were not considered
part of either home range burt 1943 in
march just after the winter s snow
snowcover
cover
melted jackrabbits
Jack rabbits left wintering areas and
moved to new home ranges in the fall many
animals abandoned their summer home range
areas and moved to wintering areas smith
tall vegetation

10

sizes of areas appeared to change seasonally with areas of use being smaller in spring
and fall than in winter and summer patterns
of home range use also appeared to be similar
throughout the year males tended to have
slightly larger home ranges than females
jack rabbits were
table 1 too few juvenile jackrabbits
instrumented to adequately determine their
pattern of home range use however sizes of
areas used by juveniles and adults did not
differ table 1 only juveniles large enough
to wear a radio transmitter 3 months of age
were instrumented
jackrabbit
Jack rabbit activity changed daily and seasonally fig 1 significant differences occurred during the day and among the seasons
dijk
JL
L
aot active P3 time F season in fijk
f
ofik
xfik
pajk
a
pfjk otpfijk
oti
fk ab
.001
179.5
1795 18 df P ooi
001 cibik
ool
0atpij G
cifik G
.001
001 pajk
594.3 20 df P 001
ooi
5943
856.3 30 df
pfjk G 8563
.001
001
P
001 api dijk
.001
128.8
ooi
001
ool
1288 15 df P ooi
ijk G
jackrabbits
Jack rabbits were least active from 0800 1700
hours during the spring summer and fall
when they often rested in shallow depressions
under shrubs big sagebrush and greasewood being the most common in addition
jack rabbits used badger taxidea taxus
some jackrabbits

o

08
07
07og
06
0605
0.5
05
0.4
0 04
04

during summer and much more so during fall
the proportion of observations classified as
active was lower during fall table 2 consistent with the results of the previous analysis
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jack rabbit activity
frequency of black tailed jackrabbit

and relationships with time of day and season of year in
curlew valley utah 1983 1984

jackrabbit activity
black tailed
talled jackrabbit
ofblack
of blaek
frequency osblack
and relationships with sex and season of year in curlew
valley utah 1983 1984 the data are the number of
telemetry readings under the categorical conditions the
proportion active is in parentheses
TABLE 2

sex W
sexp
seap

season

active a

17

winter

nale
female
feinaie
fet
129

yes

spring

409

240

yes

108

88
.16
16

no

572

336

yes

147

156
24

fall

.24
24

no

ig
lg

summer

male
100

24

.24
24

no

456

555

yes

21

4
.17
it 17
lt

no
ln dijk
in
fijkk
ot0i
aotai

ark

pr
PFA

arr
aff
afi
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ij

G
G
G
G

itA

a

101

pj
P

df P
943
9436df
94366 df P
176
17.6
176 4

rk
fi

ap
apii
pijpii
pli
005
.005
005
001
.001
001
ooi

29

.29
29

20

.20
20

22

.22
22

04

.04
04

87

prik
orik pr
ofik
arik
ark

arr

upriik

001
523
5236df
52366 df Ppooiooi
170
00 1
17.0
170
1703df
17033 df Pp001

pooi

burrows during winter especially when deep
snows reduced mobility
jackrabbit
rabbit activity changed seasonally with
Jack
jackrabbits
jack rabbits least active during fall and most
active in winter and summer fig 1 daily
activity patterns also changed seasonally with
jack rabbits less active during morning hours
jackrabbits
after midnight in the fall
the sexes showed different patterns of
activity table 2 with males slightly more
active than females during winter and spring
females were slightly more active than males

1

jackrabbit
Jack rabbit activity was apparently influenced by the amount of light during night
hours table 3 the proportion of observajack rabbits were active at night
tions in which jackrabbits
jack rabbits most acchanged seasonally with jackrabbits
tive in summer and least active in fall the
relationship of activity and night light also
changed seasonally table 3 during fall
jack rabbits were most acwinter and spring jackrabbits
tive when night light was greatest a full moon
and little cloud cover during summer the
amount of night light did not appear to influence jackrabbit
Jack rabbit activity
jackrabbits
rabbits were most active when there
Jack
was little wind high winds were associated
with decreased jackrabbit
Jack rabbit activity table 4
activity in relation to wind intensity changed
seasonally table 4 with jackrabbits
jack rabbits less
likely to be active during the winter when
jaek
jackrabbit
winds were high sampling ofofjackrabbit
Jack rabbit activity during high winds in the fall was insufficient for basing conclusions

discussion
home range shape and size

the

shape of most jackrabbit
Jack rabbit home ranges
tended to be elliptical the shape is not a
result of the locations of the tracking shelters
jack rabbits as
in relation to radio collared jackrabbits
very acute or obtuse telemetry bearings were
excluded from the analysis A similar elliptical
shape was noted by rusch 1965 who obtained many locations from snow tracking
Jack rabbit home
the sizes of black tailed jackrabbit
ranges determined in this study table 1 are
larger than those reported for the species in
other studies rusch 1965 and nelson and
wagner 1973 also working in curlew valjack rabbits used areas 02002
ley reported that jackrabbits
.22
km22 minimum convex polygon for periods of
kin
one to two months in the fall and winter it is
not clear why the home ranges 1I report are
greater in size than those described in these
earlier studies two factors however may
have had some influence my relocation effort
was more intensive than those conducted presly resulting in a greater number of reviously
viou
locations per animal moreover advances in

BLACK TAILED jackrabbit
BABBIT HOME RANGE
JACK RABBIT
jackbabbit
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jackrabbit activity and relationships with amount of light at night and season of
3 frequency of black tailed jackrabbit
year in curlew valley utah 1983 1984 the data are the number of telemetry readings observed under the
categorical conditions the proportion active is in parentheses
TABLE

season F
r

active ax

winter

low

yes

37

133
21

spring

G
al ik G
vik G
nik
aprijk G
xpij

103.2
1032 9 df P
721.5 12 df P
7215
561
56.1
6 df P
561

winter

yes

143

G
G
G
G

.31
31

175

273

yes

12

21

6

.09
09

17

126
H

104

.17
17

16

apri
arri

frk

001
ooi
001
ooi
001
ooi

wind intensity P3
high
low
214

14
.32
32

og
09

459

134

yes

112

52
.18
18

no

512

211

yes

392

107
.26
26

no

1125

396

yes

33

6

pj

31

449

318

apij
252.3 4
.001
P 001
001
ooi
.001
001
704.1
ooi
7041 6 df P ool
001
759.7
7597 6 df P .001
ooi
198.8
1988
001
19883dfp001
3 df P
ooi
oti

.34
34

no

.09
09

.09
09

28

.28
28

21

.21
21

27

.27
27

16

rk alij arik
urik
aaprkaparkpriaprk
1523 df
2523

1

.27
27

77

og
09

dijk
fijk
in
lnfk
cap
ctp
apjj
arke
arfe
pajk
pfjk
417ijk
apfgk

27

234

no

no

.34
34

yes

26

fall

34

66

18

summer

.42
42

.27
27

223

32

spring

27

138

jaek
jadkrabbit
jackrabbit
rabbit activity
of black tailed jack
and relationships with wind intensity and season ofyear
of year in
curlew valley utah 1983 1984 the data are the number of telemetry readings under the categorical conditions the proportion active is in parentheses

active a

.19
19

no

tabie 4 frequency

r

42

48

.52
52

81

52

33

TABLE

season F

.60
60

yes

ap aia
otpij
I1
aoti ppj rk
ala
760
76.0
ooi
760 8 df P 001

fl

go
60

21

no

fy
fk

23

25

og
09

in

high

477

34

fall

.21
21

P3

no

ig
19

summer

amount of light
medium

brik

otpriik

radio
radiotelemetric
telemetric and analytical procedures
since the early 1970s may have played an important role
lechleitner 1958a in california french
et al 1965 in idaho and tiemeier 1965 in
0.2
kansas also reported seasonal ranges of 0202

km2
km

areas of use were determined in these

three studies from visual observations of
marked animals differences in sizes of home
ranges may also reflect differences in habitats
among study areas habitat in lechleitner s
and tiemeier s studies consisted of pastures
and cultivated land plant cover on french
et al s 1965 study area was similar to the
native great basin shrub steppe vegetation
of curlew valley
two limitations of the home range analysis
may have influenced the results these are
the precision of the tracking system and serial
correlation of the location data 1I believe that
the precision of the tracking system averaged
200 m smith 1987 mills and knowlton 1989
sequential locations had to be at least 200 m
apart before 1I could be certain that movement
had occurred locations closer to the tracking
shelters had greater precision probably to a
minimum of 100 m while locations more distant from the shelters had less precision
probably less than 300 m the most precise
locations were located along the arm
amm
arc created
are
using the baseline between the two towers as
the diameter of a circle the reduced precijackrabbits
sion in locating distant jack
rabbits may have
produced overestimates of home range sizes
home range estimation methods assume that
locations are serially independent swihart and
slade 1984 when serially correlated data are
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analyzed these methods underestimate home
range size all the location data sets showed
some degree of serial correlation 1I used all
locations obtained for each animal and did not
subsample to decrease serial correlation because for many of the animals too few locations were obtained to allow me to discard
data points and still have a minimum sample
size of 50 locations per analysis table 1 because home range size is a statistic the greatest value of which lies in comparisons among
subsets of a population white and garrott
1990 1I opted for the procedure that gave me
larger samples

home range use

resting in forms during daylight hours is a
behavior observed in virtually all black tailed
jack rabbit populations vorhies and taylor
jackrabbit
1933 lechleitner 1958b rusch 1965 haug
1969 costa et al 1976 and flinders and elliot 1979 forms are shallow depressions in
or under bushes vorhies and taylor 1933

jack rabbits
form use by curlew valley jackrabbits

appears typical for the species the use of
burrows during the winter in curlew valley however appears unusual lechleitner
1958b jackrabbits
Jack rabbits use burrows to evade
predators vorhies and taylor 1933 personal
observation and construct shallow burrows to
escape summer heat in the mohave desert
costa et al 1976 but daily use of deep burrows has not been reported previously I1 bejack rabbits use burrows during winter in
lieve jackrabbits
curlew valley to reduce the risk of predation
smith 1987
jackrabbits
Jackrabbits have been reported to use systems oftrails to travel about their home ranges
vorhies and taylor 1933 french et al 1965
rusch 1965 although trails used by jackrab
bits in curlew valley were obvious in the
snow and vegetation 1I was unable to study
trail use because the tracking system could
jack rabbits with sufficient accuracy
not locate jackrabbits
home ranges of individual instrumented
jack rabbits overlapped extensively 1I have no
jackrabbits
jack rabbits indata that suggest individual jackrabbits
fluenced
ced the home range use by other jack
fluen
rabbits from spring through fall although
such intraspecific interactions may have occurred my study suggests that during winter
jackrabbits
jack rabbits were social and gathered in groups
smith 1987 similar winter behavior was
reported earlier from curlew valley rusch
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1965 and has also been observed in southern

idaho personal observation
jackrabbits
rabbits appeared to traverse the entire
Jack
home range in short periods of time similar
home range use was reported by lechleitner
1958a
1958a who observed both female and male
jackrabbits
Jack rabbits covering their ranges in about an
hour french et al 1965 also reported that
jackrabbits
rabbits traversed home ranges in a matter
Jack
of hours

factors governing home range
shape and size
SEASONAL VARIATION AND WEATHER EFFECTS

the greater activity ofmales compared with
females table 2 during winter and spring is
probably related to reproductive activity the
reproductive season for jackrabbits
Jack rabbits in curlew
valley usually begins in january and lasts
through may or june gross et al 1974
black tailed Jack
jackrabbits
rabbits have a complex mating behavior in which males seek out females
dunn et al 1982 males would thus be expected to be more active than females during
the breeding season lechleitner 1958a and
haug 1969 also report greater activity by
males during the breeding season
other researchers have reported seasonal
changes in the daily patterns of jackrabbit
jack rabbit
activity donoho 1972 and costa et al 1976
reported that jackrabbits
Jack rabbits were generally less
active during winter the timing of daily activity observed in this study changed seasonally and was probably related to changes in
day length and times of sunset and sunrise
similar results were reported by donoho
1972 the evening activity peak 1I observed is
similar to that reported by lechleitner
1958b and haug 1969 fig 1 however
haug 1969 also described a period of heightened activity just before sunrise
blackburn 1968 and knowlton et al 1968
reported that jackrabbit
jack rabbit activity was influenced by ambient air temperature 1I was unable to record air temperatures at jackrabbit
jack rabbit
locations but my finding that jackrabbits
Jackrabbits
were less active during high winds tends to
support the idea that temperature influences
jack rabbit activity lechleitner 1958a and
jackrabbit
tiemeier 1965 also reported decreased activity during high winds and inclement
weather lechleitner 1958a also noted that
jackrabbits
Jackrabbits were more active during bright
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JACK RABBIT HOME RANGE

moonlit nights a finding consistent with my
results
the sizes of home ranges measured by this
study appeared to change with the seasons
with spring and fall ranges being slightly
smaller males used larger areas than females tiemeier 1965 and donoho 1972
found no significant differences in home range
size between sexes other researchers howjack rabbits used
ever reported that female jackrabbits
larger areas than males in summer fall lechleitner 1958a and winter nelson and wagner 1973 differences in procedures especially analytical make comparisons among
jack rabbits changed
studies difficult many jackrabbits
home range areas on a seasonal basis with
animals moving to wintering areas in the fall
and early winter and leaving in the spring
rusch 1965 working in curlew valley and
tiemeier 1965 in kansas also reported seasonal shifts in home range areas with animals
moving to areas with larger shrubs
AGE
As juvenile jackrabbits
jackrabbits mature one
would expect their home ranges to increase in
jack rabbits insize it appears that juvenile jackrabbits
crease the size of their areas of use to roughly
that of adults within the first six months postjack rabbits are precocial are
partum young jackrabbits
usually weaned by six weeks of age before the
arrival of the next litter and are independent
of their dams at a very young age drake
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and feeding areas were not used this reflects
the availability of resources within home
jack rabbits where
ranges of curlew valley jackrabbits
feeding and resting resources are available in
the same area jackrabbits
jack rabbits do not need to
travel far from daytime forms to nocturnal
feeding sites vorhies and taylor 1933 nelson and wagner 1973 in areas where feeding
resources are separated from cover jackrab
bits have been reported to travel distances 1 1I
km nightly vorhies and taylor 1933 haug
kin
jackrabbits
1969 Jack
rabbits have also been reported to
shift feeding sites to feed in agricultural fields
bronson and tiemeier 1959
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GJLA
GILA CYPHA IN THE YAMPA AND GREEN RIVERS
HUMPBACK CHUB cila
DINOSAUR NATIONAL MONUMENT WITH observations ON
ROUNDTAIL CHUB G ROBUSTA AND OTHER SYMPATRIC FISHES
catherine A karpi and harold

tyuse
tyusl
M tyus1

we evaluated distribution habitat use spawning and species associations of the endangered humpback
gtla cypha in
gila
chub atla
m the yampa and green rivers dinosaur national monument from 1986 to 1989 adult and juvenile
ABSTRACT

humpback chub were captured in high gradient reaches of yampa and whirlpool canyons where they were rare n
1
133
of all fish captured the fish was primarily captured in eddy habitats in association with 7 native and 12
robusta
riffles
ro
normative fish species roundtail chub G lobusta
nonnative
busta were widely distributed in eddies pools runs and fiffles
humpback chub n 39 and roundtail chub n 242 in reproductive condition were sympatric in eddy habitats
during the 5 6 week period following highest spring runoff river temperatures at this time averaged about 20 C
punct atus were abundant in eddies yielding humpback and roundtail chubs
normative channel catfish ictalurus punctatus
nonnative
suggesting a potential for negative interactions between the native and introduced fishes

chub gila cypha a large
river cyprinid endemic to the colorado river
basin of western united states is federally
protected by the endangered species act of
1973 the fish persists only in isolated locations including canyon reaches in the little
colorado and mainstream colorado rivers
arizona kaeding and zimmerman 1983 upper colorado river colorado valdez and
clemmer 1982 kaeding et al 1990 green
and yampa rivers colorado and utah holnaker 1975a 1975b tyus et al
den and StaI
stalnaker
stal
1982 and mainstream colorado river utah
valdez 1990 all stocks are presumed native
except in cataract canyon of the colorado
river utah where some fish may be derived
from a 1981 stocking of juvenile fish of upper colorado river black rocks parentage
J valentine personal communication
distribution and status of humpback chub
in the upper green and lower yampa rivers
in dinosaur national monument DNM remain poorly documented partly because
canyon bound whitewater habitats are difficult to access and sample the fish is rare and
diagnostic features are not well established
humpback chub were first reported in DNM
in the 1960s and most captures occurred in
the confluence area of the yampa and green
rivers holden and stalnaker 1970 1975a
1975b vanicek
vanleek et al 1970 studies in the
mid 1970s and early 1980s also noted the
paucity of the fish in DNM seethaler et al
1979 miller et al 1982

the humpback

U S

fish and wildlife service

roundtail chub gila ro busta are sympatric with humpback chub in DNM but are
more widely distributed and more abundant
banks 1964 vanicek et al 1970 holden and
stalnaker 1975 miller et al 1982 the fish is
not considered threatened or endangered under the endangered species act of 1973 remains of gila species in indian sites in DNM
dating more than 1000 years old leach 1970
suggest that chub were presumably eaten by
native americans and thus have been present
in the area for a long time
this study was initiated as part of a larger
program to assess status and habitat needs
of endangered fishes in the yampa river
tyus and karp 1989 our objectives were
to locate humpback chub in DNM and if
successful evaluate habitat use including
flow and temperature requirements identify
spawning areas and determine species assoons
ciations
ciati
METHODS

73.6
736 km of the yampa river iiee
the lower 736

yampa canyon deerlodge
Deer lodge park to echo park
fig 1 was sampled weekly from mid may
through early july 1987 1989 by electrofish
ing and angling with native foods eg morAnabrus simplex and mega
mon crickets anabrus
lop teran larvae and night crawlers at varilopteran
ous locations in the water column echo and
island parks and whirlpool and split mounwe re sampled
tain canyons of the green river were
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fig

1

at least twice each spring in 1987 and 1988
ity use and substrate composition during
and lodore canyon green river was sam- low flows
pled once each spring survey sampling inall chubs greater than 85 mm total length
cluding trammel netting was conducted
TL were identified to species using estabthroughout the monument in july 1986 to lished morphological characters smith et al
locate humpback chubs use of trammel nets 1979 douglas et al 1989 we did not evaluwas discontinued after this effort because of ate habitat use of young humpback chub betrauma to the fish
cause we could not reliably distinguish young
sampling trips in yampa canyon occurred of the various gila
cila species humpback chub
at weekly intervals preceding and following greater than 250 mm TL were tagged with
first and last capture of ripe fish to insure an uniquely numbered carlin dangler tags for
e g growth and moveaccurate assessment of the humpback chub recapture information eg
spawning period our efforts were less inten- ment data sex determination was based only
sive in the green river portion of the monu- on expression of eggs or milt from ripe fish
ment because earlier sampling had yielded either spontaneously or following manual
few adult chubs in these reaches holden and pressure on the abdomen fish with breeding
tub ercles but without expressible sex prodtubercled
crist 1981 miller et al 1982 sampling pre- tubercles
ceded peak flows and was suspended during ucts were considered in reproductive condihighest runoffs
runoff2
runoff2 4 week period depending on tion
water year because of sampling problems in
riffles
fiffles
fles small rapids runs eddies pools
Rif
high water sampling ended each summer and backwaters were sampled because wawith attainment of base flows approximately ter turbidity precluded visual contact with
late june to early july our efforts were re- humpback chub it was necessary to estistricted
ed to the spring and early summer be- mate the point of capture physical habitat
strict
cause of boat accessibility however two parameters recorded at each humpback chub
areas in yampa canyon that yielded hump- capture included water depth temperature
back chub in the spring big joe rapid and and substrate type depth was measured
with a calibrated rod gross substrate type was
vicinity warm springs rapid and vicinity
were sampled in september 1989 via heli- described from visual and manual examinacopter and by foot to assess habitat availabil tion and temperatures were obtained with
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whirlpool n 3 canyons fig
1 the whirlpool canyon fish were captured
in the same location about 6 km downstream
of the confluence with the yampa river no
other humpback chub were captured in the
green river humpback chub constituted
73
7.3
73 n 51 of the standardized angling and
1
n 58 of the standardized electrofish
ing catch they were most abundant 85 of
all humpback chub captures n
113 in the
44.8
upper 448
448 km of yampa canyon a moderately steep gradient section 3232
3.2 mam
mkm dominated by rocky runs rif
fles and rapids lower
yampa canyon km 0 288
28.8 a lower gradient
288
1.0 mam
system 10
io10
mkm consisting mostly of long
deep runs and incised meanders yielded relatively few humpback chub n 17
data analyses
during spring runoff humpback chub were
capture data were analyzed by total catch
all years all gear types and sampling and most often captured in larger shoreline eddies
ma that were either downstream of
100 m2
20
standardized catch 1987 1989 catch of all
boulders or upstream of rapids or in smaller
species and effort recorded for each sample
ma within shoreline runs adult
20 m2
eddies
total catch data were used to describe general fish 230 mm TL based on capture of the
fish distribution and standardized data were
smallest ripe fish a 232 mm TL male were
used to evaluate relative abundance stan- consistently captured
and apparently sein
dardized catch data were summed by gear lected seasonally flooded shoreline
eddies
fishing
electrofishing
electro
angling
and
each
or
for
ie
formed and maintained by spring
ie
river reach ie yampa lodore whirlpool
runoff
ru nofi these habitats were dominated by
and split mountain canyons echo and island low or negative water velocities and influparks and catch per unit effort co
cf was cal- enced by river surges iiee water velocities at
culated by dividing numbers of fish captured any particular point varied in magnitude of
by effort angling and electrofishing
electro fishing data from up and downstream currents substrate con1986 were not included in
estimates be- sisted mostly of sand and boulders and water
cause numbers of fishes other than chubs depth averaged 113
113
.33 m at the estimated point of
were not recorded and because of significant capture humpback chub were not collected
differences in angler ability trammel netting in fiffles
riffles and rapids
was not reported because of limited use
eleven of 76 carlin tagged humpback chub
Electro fishing was biased toward catch of Yx 312 mm TL SD 19 were recaptured
electrofisbing
electrofishing
larger individuals and small fishes eg non- one week to two years after initial capture 5
baldea
Richard sonius baltea
native reside shiner richardsonius
within a year 6 from one to two years ten
tus and native mottled sculpin cottus spp
app
fish were recaptured in the immediate vicinand juveniles of larger species were not ity of their original capture and one was colrecorded because they often slipped through lected about 8 km downstream from its initial
ina
our 1linin2
in mesh dip nets angling efforts in capture site eight fish 73
11 were
n
september 1989 were excluded from the
recaptured in breeding condition on at least
estimates because this effort represented a one occasion we detected no growth in reunique fall sample sampling was initiated captured fish
late in 1986 and those data were excluded
about 22 n 29 of humpback chub were
from our evaluation of spawning period
juveniles 88 228 mm TQ
TL these were most
often captured by electrofishing
electro fishing in rocky
RESULTS
shoreline runs and small shoreline eddies
one juvenile 122 mm TQ
TL was taken from
distribution and habitat use
the stomach of a 61 cm TL garter snake
HUMPBACK CHUB
humpback chub were thamnophis species caught at the conflucollected only in whitewater reaches of yampa ence of the yampa and green rivers
hand held thermometers methods after
nielsen and johnson 1983 we did not attempt quantification of water velocities because most humpback chub were captured in
habitats where water currents swirled in both
upstream and downstream directions and initial efforts with a flow meter yielded a wide
range of positive upstream and negative
downstream velocities habitat use data was
not recorded for species other than humpback
chub river flows were obtained as daily averages from the U
USS geological survey gauging
station at deerlodge
Deerlodge park yampa river fig
1
stream gradient was obtained from US
geological survey stream profile maps
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cf
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n
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A total of 1482 round-

bated both were most abundant in split
cated
tail chub were captured in all reaches of
DNM mountain canyon tables 1 2
ofdnm
except split mountain canyon and the upper
during september 1989 flows in yampa
29 km of lodore canyon the fish constituted canyon were reduced to less than 283
m3s
2.83 ms
ms
37 n 256 of the standardized angling and and fish habitat was limited to shallow fiffles
riffles
15
n 1016 of the standardized electro
about 15 cm depth and deeper pools and
fishing catch roundtail chub were at least runs about im
1I m depth on september 7 we
three times more abundant in yampa canyon collected five chubs four roundtail and one
than in the DNM portion of the green river suspected roundtail x humpback chub hytables 1 2 and were most prevalent in the brid and seven channel catfish in pools and
448
km of yampa canyon 73 of eddies about 1I in deep in big joe rapid km
upper 44.8
448
kin
all roundtail chub captures n
1085 the 384
38.4
384 other chubs including a suspected
fish was incidental in lodore canyon
1
humpback chub were observed about 008
0.8
km
08 8 kin
n 3 adults and juveniles were most often upstream in a 111I m deep pool created by
captured in eddies pools and shoreline runs shoreline boulders no fish were observed or
but they were also taken in fiffles
riffles and lower collected in the vicinity of warm springs
portions of rapids
rapid km 64
6.4
64 on september 14
ROUNDTAIL CHUB

species associations of humpback chub
humpback chub were captured in association with 7 native and 12 nonnative
normative fish spesculp
stulpins
cies numbers of native sculpins
ins and nonredside shiners not recorded species
native bedside
that dominated the standardized catch included flannelmouth sucker catostomus
latipinnis
latipinnis bluehead
blue head sucker C discobolus
bluebead
roundtail chub common carp cyprinus carpio and channel catfish ictalurus punc
bunc
tatus tables 1 2
A total of 350 fish were captured by angling
in eddies occupied by humpback chub
roundtail chub composed about 45 channel catfish 35
and humpback chub 15
of this catch more channel catfish were captured by angling than was any other species
n 328 47 of angling catch and it was the
most abundant normative
nonnative fish in eddies that
also yielded humpback chub other species
including colorado squawfish ptychocheilus
lucius flannelmouth sucker common carp
black bullhead ameiurus melas and rainbow trout oncorhynchus mykiss composed
less than 5 of the angling catch electrofish
ing catch was dominated by flannelmouth
2049 29
and bluehead
n
blue head n
bluebead
1801
26 suckers and these fishes were common
in canyon habitats table 1 and open parks

table 2

the

most abundant introduced fishes in
DNM were common carp n
1321 and
channel catfish n
1153 these species
were relatively common in canyon bound
whitewater reaches and lower gradient slow
water sections standardized
data indi

cf

spawning of humpback chub
and roundtail chub
thirty nine humpback chub 16 ripe males
5 ripe females and 18 tuberculate but nonripe
fish were captured in shoreline eddy habitats
in a 48 km reach km 208
20.8 688
68.8 in yampa
208
688
canyon n
37 and in a 2 km reach kin
km
545.6
5472 in whirlpool canyon n 2
5456 547.2
turbidity precluded direct observation of the
fish thus spawning behavior and microhabi
tat use were not documented
all ripe fish were silvery colored with gold
flecks on the dorsum ripe males always had
some orange coloration on the lower side of
the head opercled
opercles
op ercles abdomen and paired and
anal fin bases ripe males and females usually
bore light tuberculation on portions of the
head nuchal hump opercled
opercles
op ercles and paired fins
this tuberculation was more robust in males
ripe males averaged 311 mm TL n 16 SD
35 range 232 370 mm and 229 g n 14
SD 67 range 130 348 g ripe females averaged 300 mm TL n
5 SD
20 range
280 333 mm and 230 g n
4 SD
75
range 160 336 g and nonripe tuberculate
fish averaged 303 mm TL n
18 SD
35
range 232 382 mm and 203 g n 17 SD
62 range 92 356 g
ripe humpback chub were collected
following highest spring discharges from
mid may to late june 1987 to 1989 table 3
fig 2 captures of nonripe but tuberculate
fish also occurred within this 5 6 week period
table 3 although sampling in 1986 did not
include prerunoff
pre runoff conditions and thus was excluded from figure 2 four humpback chub in
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total catch

261

per unit of effort of fishes collected by standardized angling AN and electrofish
ing EL 1987 1989 yampa lodore whirlpool and split mountain canyons dinosaur national monument total
effort in hours spent angling angler hours and electro
fishing
electrofishing
electroflshing
TABLE

1

N and catch

yampa
Y ampa
canyon
C nyon
species

N

flannelmouth sucker
Blue
bluebead
bluehead
head sucker
roundtail chub
humpback chub
colorado squawfish
razorback sucker

030
001
325
065
001
000
000

109

27
4
2

mountain whitefish

common carp
channel catfish

277

black bullhead
northern pike
white sucker
smallmouth bass
green sunfish

011
000
000
000
000

31
15
13

6
1

total fish
effortb
effort1
total efforts
effort

native species
2894
2235
09
1709
IT
103

030
007
002

7885

653
76

1

ippol
ipool
whirlpool
whir
canyon
can yon

EL

AN

EL

EL

2472
1443
028
000
028
000
000

000
000
102
023
000
000
000

2782
3196
266
000
053

92
20
2092

023
261
000
068
000
000
000
000

19
99.19
gig
919

42
9

641

introduced species
024
1094
1506
1 79
1.79
964
401
179
001
016
2226

1100
1091

trout

canyon

EL

AN

2159
1812
1238

lodore

split
mountain
canyon

021
01818
0.18
018
14
0014
011
002
5349

009
000
018
000
000

56

11

795

000
013

826
386

04

13
0013
0.13

173
000
000

8367

000
000
102
000
000

2551
7194
102
051
204
000
000
000
405
2

8

includes rainbow cutthroat brown and lake trouts

broun&d
rounded

total catch

N and catch

per unit of effort of
fishes collected by standardized electrofishing
electro fishing EQ
EL
1987 1989 island and echo parks dinosaur national
monument total effort in hours spent electrofishing
electro fishing
TABLE 2

species

island
park

echo

EL

EL

2637
2154
322
032

2634
1995
88.18
18
818
000

N

185
145

42
1

introduced species
common carp
channel catfish

trout

125

55
16

black bullhead
northern pike
white sucker
green sunfish

total fish
effort11
effortb
effort
total efforts

2
1

1

2

1929
119
064
000
000
032
032

1662

261
3

314
4

575

11

includes rainbow cutthroat brown and lake trouts
grounded
bRoun
brounded
ded
rounded

tuberculate

ripe males

park

native species
flannelmouth sucker
Bluehead sucker
bluebead
roundtail chub
mountain whitefish

capture dates of humpback and roundtail
chubs in reproductive condition yampa and green rivers dinosaur national monument 1986 1989
TABLE 3

46
358
051
026
000
026

1986
1987
1988
1989

ripe females

hish b
fish

humpback chub
jul 5 15
jui
jul
jul5
jula5
may
20 jun
29 may 18 jun 16 may 18 jun 22
may20
jun29
jun 7 28
jun 6 15
jun 15
may 27 jun 6
jun 7

roundtail chub
jui
jul
julg6 29
1987 may 18 jun 20 may
17 jun23
jun 23 may 17 jun 29
mayl7
mayla
1988
jun 7 jul 5
jun 16
jun 7 29
may 22 jun 20
1989 may 27 jun 7
jun 20
1986s
1986a

no sampling prior to july 5 in 1986
tuberculate fish were not ripe but exhibited secondary
fuberculate

sex characters

breeding condition two of each sex were collected in july of that year ripe fish were
captured at water temperatures of about 195
19.5
195
C range 145
C
14.5
145 23 Q
roundtail chub in reproductive condition
117 males 6 females and 119
242117
n 242
119tuber
tuber
eulate but nonripe fish
bsh were darker than
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300
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fig

relationship between average
aver
Y
avei age distribution hydrograph
dro
graph and spawning period for humpback and roundtail chubs yampa river 1987 1989 dashed vertical
lines delineate first and last capture of ripe humpback
chub solid vertical lines delineate first and last capture of
ripe roundtail chub 1986 not included because sampling
was initiated late in spring runoff
2

humpback chub and exhibited more robust
tuberculation and more brilliant orange coltubercled
tub ercles and breeding
oration patterns of tubercles
coloration were similar between the two
chubs ripe male roundtail chub averaged
344 mm TL n 117 SD 24 range 292 419
mm TL and 329 g n 100 SD 84 range
190 652 g and ripe females averaged 363
mm TL n 6 SD 15 range 343 380 mm
3 SD
104 range
TL and 363 g n
TQ
276 478 g nonnpe
nonripe
nonnce tuberculate fish aver119 SD
aged 351 mm TL n
29 range
264 447 mm TQ
TL and weighed about 364 g n
77 SD 123 range 140 844 g
ripe roundtail chub were captured in pools
and shoreline runs and eddies during the
period of declining spring runoff fig 2
humpback and roundtail chubs in breeding
syntonically on 13
syntopically
condition were collected topically
syn
occasions although this indicated overlap
in use of shoreline eddies during spring
runoff ripe females of both species were
not syn
syncopic
syntopic
topic

discussion
humpback chub and roundtail chub were
sympatric in DNM in the reach from upper
yampa canyon to upper whirlpool canyon
although humpback chub were rare 1 1I
of total catch and only 8 of the two gila
species combined humpback chub were

TYUS
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most prevalent in and presumably selected
eddy habitats in moderate to steep gradient
reaches whereas roundtail chub were ubiquitous in parks and most canyons in eddies
fles and runs both fishes were most abunrif
m yampa canyon neither was captured
dant in
in split mountain canyon and the humpback
chub was absent and the roundtail chub rare
in lodore canyon
the paucity of colorado river chubs in
split mountain and lodore canyon reaches
indicates a general decline ofgila
of gila species relative to earlier decades e g banks 1964
vanicek et al 1970 holden and StaI
naker
stal
stalnaker
1975a this may be related to the loss of
historic temperature and flow regimes due to
regulated flow releases from flaming gorge
dam and to the proliferation of nonnative
fishes particularly channel catfish and common carp the current rarity of colorado
river chubs in split mountain canyon was
also noted by the authors in
of opporm 10 hours ofoppor
stic sampling and by the state of utah
tunistic
tuni
during their 1988 89 studies T chart utah
division of wildlife resources personal communication
muni cation
capture of 133 humpback chub including
39 breeding adults and 29 juveniles indicates
that a reproducing population exists in yampa
canyon however only one npe
ape
ripe fish a male
was collected in
m the green river ie
i e whirlpool canyon and it is unknown whether it
spawned there or was a stray from the yampa
river collection of ripe roundtail chub in
m
canyon reaches yielding ripe humpback chub
indicates some temporal and spatial overlap in
habitat use during the spawning period as
observed by others in the upper colorado

river kaeding et al 1990
ripe humpback and roundtail chubs were

collected during declining spring flows and
increasing river temperatures after highest
spring runoff this occurred in may and june
e gg 1987 1989 and average eg
in low- e
eg
1988 flow years but extended into july in the
1986 high flow year no humpback chub in
breeding condition were captured during pre
runoff and late post
postronoff
postrunoff
pos runoff
tronoff periods and we
presume the fish spawned only during the
5 6 week period following highest spring
flows capture of only a few ripe female
chubs five humpback and six roundtail chubs
of all breeding captures suggested that
4
females may be ripe for a limited time ripe

1990
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humpback chub were captured at tempera195
145
19.5
tures Yx
14.5
C that
195 range
145 23 Q
approximate optimum egg incubation conditions ie 20 C marsh 1985 these temperatures are similar to the 14 24 C range noted
by kaeding et al 1990 but slightly higher
than the 115
11.5
ils 16 C temperatures noted by
lis
valdez and clemmer 1982 both in the upper colorado river
all humpback chub and most roundtail
chub in breeding condition were captured in
shoreline eddies our recapture data indicate
that adult humpback chub remain in or near
specific eddies for extended periods and that
they return to the same eddy during the
spawning season in different years ie they
exhibit a fidelity to a specific site ten of the
11
I 11I recaptures were captured in the same eddy
as the initial capture 50 in two different
spawning seasons and 73 were captured in
breeding condition at least once we do not
know whether these fishes deposited eggs in
these eddies or used such habitats only for
staging resting or feeding however we
consider the use of such habitats as part of the
breeding requirements of humpback chub in
the yampa river shoreline eddy habitats in
yampa canyon were ephemeral ie disappeared with declining summer flows and it
was obvious that the fish moved elsewhere
after the spawning period our observations
of gila species in pools near big joe rapid in
september 1989 suggest that some fish remain in nearby deep habitats during low flow
periods
feeding habits of humpback chub are not
well known and were unknown in DNM capture of some fish in the interfaces between
shoreline eddies and adjacent runs suggests
that chubs use these areas for feeding on drift
stomachs of two humpback chub that died in
trammel nets contained hymenopterans
ans and
hymenopter
plant debris and gross examination of fecal
material taken from live fish indicates extensive use of hymenopter
hymenopterans
ans and other terrestrial insects eg mormon crickets as food
we observed humpback chub and other fishes
eg roundtail chub common carp feeding
on mormon crickets at the water surface in
eddies
the high numbers of channel catfish in
habitats used by humpback chub and roundtail chub and the gross overlap in foods
consumed and in feeding habits banks 1964
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StaI naker 1975a tyus and
holden and stal
stalnaker
minckley 1988 tyus and nikirk 1990 indi-

cate a potential for negative interactions between these fishes although the incidence of
predation by channel catfish on native fishes is
unknown observations of bitelike
bit elike abrasions
on some chubs collected in DNM suggest
channel catfish predation because no other
piscivorous fish in that system could have
caused such damage humpback chub remains were found in channel catfish stomachs
from the little colorado river W L minckley personal communication and channel
catfish are known to consume fish fish parts
and eggs in DNM tyus and nikirk 1990
only a few common carp were captured syn
topically with humpback chub however we
speculate that their abundance may also have
some negative impact on the native fishes
due perhaps to predation on eggs
the humpback chub persists in only a few
canyons in the colorado river basin and
planned water development projects may further jeopardize its survival the yampa river
in DNM supports all native fishes known to
have occurred there including the endangered humpback chub colorado squawfish
and razorback sucker xyrauchen tetanus
tex anus
texanus
existing flows of the yampa river may be
singularly responsible for enabling the persistence ofchubs in the yampa and green rivers
alteration of yampa river flows could reduce
the availability or character of chub spawning
habitat and presumably adversely affect their
reproduction aid in further proliferation of
introduced competitors and predators and
reduce the quality and quantity of usable
habitats dinosaur national monument should
be considered a refugium
refu gium for native fishes
and efforts should be made to protect flows of
the yampa river
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management OF endangered SONORAN TOPMINNOW
AT BYLAS SPRINGS ARIZONA description CRITIQUE
AND recommendations
paul
C marshi
paulc
marsh and W L Minckley 2
efforts between 1982 and 1990 have failed to recover and secure three natural populations of endangered sonoran top
poecihopsts 0 occidentalist
occident alis at bylas springs arizona flooding in the gila river in
occidentalis
topminnow
minnow poeciliopsis
1977 78 allowed ingress by predatory mosquitofish
Bsh gambusia
mosquitobsh
mosquitoish
Gambusta af
mosquito ofish
minnows began to decline since that
mosquit
topmmnows
affinis
finis and top
alfinis
topminnows
time 1 one stock has been replaced twice and is again nearly gone because of depredations by mosquitofish
mosquit ofish that
resisted two eradication attempts 2 top
topmmnows
minnows at a second spring were extirpated through vegetation encroachment
topminnows
after fencing to protect the habitat from livestock and 3 a third population was lost to mosquitofish
mosquit ofish restocked after the
normative
nonnative was removed and the re stocked population is again in jeopardy or extirpated since mosquitofish
mosquit ofish re
invaded recommendations for a more intensive program of recovery are based on reassessments of past efforts and
new suggestions for eradication and exclusion of mosquitofish
mosquit ofish
ABSTRACT

af

the sonoran gila

poeciliop
top minnow poecifiop
topminnow
occidentalist
alis is a poeciliid fish endemic
sis 0 occidentalis
occident
to and once widespread in the gila river basin
of arizona and new mexico USA and the
rios gila Concepc
fon and sonora basins of
concepcion
sonora mexico hubbs and miller 1941
minckley 1973 vrijenhoek et al 1985 it was
listed in 1967 as an endangered species
US fish and wildlife service USFWS
1989 because of predation by introduced
mosquitofish
mosquit ofish gambusia alfinis
affinis
affinis and habitat
degradation in the gila river basin miller
1961 meffe et al 1983 meffe 1985 most
efforts to recover the sonoran topminnow
have emphasized re introductions within its
native range USFWS 1984 this paper deals
only with attempts to maintain its natural populat
ulations
ions which in the USA are now restricted
to fewer than 10 sites all in arizona

af

STUDY AREA

top minnow populations
three natural topminnow

oc-

cupied a series of small springs adjacent to the
gila river on san carlos apache indian tribal
lands near bylas graham county arizona
two were discovered in 1968 johnson and
kobetich 1970 and the third in 1981 meffe et
al 1983 no other fishes were present although collectively known as bylas springs
the habitats gained various coined names in
S I1
the literature for brevity we term them SI

111
with west and east
cast sources through SSIII
III
ili
sili
west to east and provide a synonymy below
descriptions andor mention of the springs
have appeared in papers noted above and
others by meffe 1983a 1983b meffe and
marsh 1983 hendrickson and minckley
1985 williams et al 1985 taylor 1987
and hershler and landye 1988
all the springs are small with base flows of
S
11
a few liters sli
middle spring which
II
SII
sii
sll
dried temporarily in 1990 to a few tens of
liters per minute S 1 with west and east
sources
bos and medicine springs respec111
111
tively SSIII
III salt creek SSIII
III
lii
ill
ili
ili has the greatlil
sili
sili
11
est base flow S 1 and SSII
II rise through alluvial
fill along a stony escarpment they have essentially no surface watersheds other than their
immediate surroundings SSIII
III rises in the
channel of an otherwise ephemeral watershed
of
km
50 km2
burkham 1976a all are intermitkmburkham
of50
tent in their lower reaches originally isolated
from the gila river either by desiccating on or
percolating into the terrace that parallels the
11
flood plain SSI1I and SSII
river s broad floodplain
II or by
falling over an alluvial escarpment 252.5
25 m
S
111
high sili
III
SIII
ili
lil
unusually high flooding in the gila river
in winter 1977 78 afforded an opportunity
for mosquitofish
mosquit ofish to invade S 1 and that species plus red shiner cyprinella
Cyp rinella lutrensis
lut rensis
recorded only once also colonized SSIII
111
III subili
ill
siil
sequent declines in topminnow
top minnow populations

center for environmental studies arizona state university tempe arizona 852871201
85287 1201
department of zoology arizona state university tempe arizona 852871501
85287 1501
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were immediate and dramatic in both systems and various management strategies
were planned and implemented in attempts
to eradicate the introduced fish and restore
topminnows this paper recollects those efforts provides a status update on topminnows
top minnows
at bylas springs and offers recommendations
to perpetuate the stocks
THE SEQUENCE OF EVENTS

quantitative data are lacking on the abundance of topminnows
top minnows at the times of their
discovery in bylas springs but these fish
were present in substantial numbers especially in summer throughout the systems and
in winter in and near the springheads
spring heads after
S 1I
mosquit ofish top
invasion of mosquitofish
minnow in SI
topminnow
between summer 1980 and spring 1982 re
mained
bained in the upper reaches of runs 62 72
of all fishes present but declined to rare or
ofish were
mosquitofish
absent downstream where mosquit
numerous A parallel situation existed in
S
111
11
III
II was never invaded by mo
SIII
ili SSII
ill
squitofish
top minnows remained comsquit ofish and topminnows
mon until 1988
1
S L
in march 1982 SSI1I was poisoned with
SL
antimycin A meffe 1983b no live fish were
found three weeks later and 150 topmin
tolmin
nows along with large numbers of indigenous
invertebrates salvaged prior to poisoning
were reintroduced in the springheads
springheads by
july 1982 substantial populations of both top
minnows and invertebrates were reestablished at the same time however mosquito
fish were discovered downstream since the
gila river had not again flooded poisoning
must have failed to remove them from the
lower part of the system meffe 1983b recommended
om mended massive repeated poisoning combined with construction of barriers as a possible method of maintaining the topminnow
top minnow
both strategies were embraced in the species
USFWS
recovery plan US
FWS 1984
barriers intended to prevent upstream
ofish were constructed
movements of mosquitofish
mosquit
on the runs of all three springs during winter
1983 84 each consisted of low 070.7
08 m
07 080.8
concrete V notch weirs with earthen wings
111
S 1I and S
at SI
III extending laterally and upSIII
ili
lil
lii
66
6 6 m no berms
3.5 gg
barms were constream for 35
6.6
35
66
11
ted lateral to the barrier at SSII
structed
struc
II in addiS 1I and the single
tion the western source of SI
11
II plus the areas surrounding
source of SSII

sill sli
sili
sll

sili
sill

sll
sli

sll
sli
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each new barrier were fenced to exclude
domestic livestock
S 1 was again poisoned with antimycin A in
april and june 1984 and re stocked in july with
200 topminnows
top minnows and uncounted invertebrates removed prior to poisoning all native
animals soon reestablished in large numbers
mosquitofish
ofish again survived downhowever mosquitofisb
mosquit
stream to reinvade above the barrier when it
was bypassed by spate augmented flows in
late summer the introduced species constituted 24 of total fishes caught in december
1985 69
in september 1986 and 98
by july 1987 simons 1987 in january
1989 topminnows
top minnows n
9 in the fenced
west source of SSI1I were accompanied by
mosquitofish
ofish n 6 and only mosquitofish
mosquit
mosquit ofish
were taken downstream the unfenced east
source was not sampled three top
topminnows
minnows
and one mosquitofish
mosquit ofish were collected from the
fenced source in april 1990 while topmin
tolmin
nows composed 44 of 189 fish taken from the
unfenced source no topminnows
top minnows were found
in the pool above the barrier or in the stream
below where mosquit
mosquitofish
ofish were abundant
in summer 1989 in anticipation of another
poisoning which has not yet occurred the
S I1 was realigned to again flow over
channel of SI
its barrier and low 05 0.5
babions of
05 m high gabions
constrained
strained and loose rock were exeon
wire con
wife
tended for 19 24 m on either side to replace
barms in summer 1990 notches
the earthen berms
in all the barriers were reshaped from the
Y to approximately rectangular
original V
doubling their areas to 1500 cm2 to accommodate larger flows the upstream base of the
barrier at SSI1I was also sealed with bentonite to
prevent seepage under the structure which
saite
had become substantial and a large salte
sait
salt
salteedar
saltcedar
cedar
edar
sis that threatened damage
tamarix chinensis
chinen
was removed
S
JJ
H this spring experienced no disSJJ
SH
charge that passed over the barrier and remained secure from mosquitofish
mosquit ofish nevertheless topminnows
top minnows disappeared in 1990 due to
surface water depletion invasion by cattail
typha angustifolia after livestock exclusion
discussed below resulted in increased evapo
evajo
transpiration and accumulation of vegetative
debris and entrained sediment that dried the
system
S
Topminnows were extirpated from
III topminnows
SIII
siili
111
S
III by 1984 A flood in the salt creek waterSIII
lil
lii
shed in 1983 incised the lower part of the run

sii
sli
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to destroy the former waterfall the intermittent lower part of the spring run now led into
the river over a gentle cataract that should
have posed no reasonable deterrent to fish
passage despite this the reach above the
artificial barrier remained fishless from the
time mosquitofish
mosquit ofish were poisoned in april
11
1984 until 300 topminnows
top minnows from SSII
II were
stocked in 1986 brooks 1986 topminnows
Top minnows
became abundant and no exotic fish was captured in 1986 1987 or winter 1988 the run
flooded around the barrier sometime in 1988
and mosquitofish
mosquit ofish again appeared in spring
summer 1989 by april 1990 mosquitofish
mosquit ofish
constituted 76 of all fishes collected above
the barrier and were abundant downstream
where only a single topminnow
top minnow was captured
no topminnows
111
top minnows were observed in SSIII
III
lii in
lil
sili

sll
sli
sil

july 1990
in 1989 in anticipation of future renovation and as at S 1 lateral gabions
babions of wire
constrained and loose rock were extended
10 11 m on either side of the structure and
the channel of SSIII
III was realigned to again
pass over its artificial barrier

discussion

the

inability to secure populations of the
endangered sonoran topminnow
top minnow at bylas
springs is disturbing given that nearly a
decade has passed since management efforts
began moreover of the 10 known natural
stocks of sonoran topminnows
top minnows remaining in
11
the gila river basin including SSI1I and SSII
II
sli
sil
the latter now extirpated 6 were sympatric
with mosquitofish
mosquit ofish in 1987 simons 1987 and
expected to disappear in the near future
there is little doubt that two of the three
populations at bylas springs would already be
gone had mosquitofish
mosquit ofish not been partially controll
trolled
ed but the facts remain that 1 a topmin
tolmin
now stock at S 1 although removed and replaced twice is again nearing extinction
through depredations by mosquitofish
mosquit ofish that resisted two attempts to remove them 2 a
native stock at SSII
sil11II has been extirpated
sli
sll
through encroachment of vegetation after
fencing to protect it from livestock and 3 one
S
111
population sill
III
mosquit ofish
SIII
sili
lii was lost to mosquitofish
ill
ili
necessitating re stocking from SSII
sli11II after the
sil
nonnative was removed and the re stocked
population is again in jeopardy or extirpated
since mosquitofish
mosquit ofish re invaded
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major habitat changes occurred as a result
of barrier construction and fencing in the bylas springs system all the runs begin at a
relatively low gradient which is reduced even
further as they pass onto the gently sloping
surface of the gila river flood
floodplain
plain this precluded construction of high barriers without
extensive concrete work or excavation for
long lateral berms
barms the structures decided
upon were placed as far downflow as practicable ca 400 and 200 m downstream from the
respective west and east sources in S 1 60 m
111
and 575 m in SSIII
in SSII
III
ili to protect maxisili
sli11IIlengths
sll
mum
of spring runs all barriers are
700 m or more from the gila flood
floodplain
plain none
spanned the entire flood channel however
and those at SI
S 1I and S
111
III
SIII
lil failed to direct high
lii
ill
siil
sill
discharges over the concrete weirs since surface runoff from one or more precipitation
events cut around them berm replacement
by longer rock gabions
babions in 1989 again failed at
S 1 where surface flow bypassed the barrier
in july 1990
the barriers also created small ponds on the
low gradient runs concern existed that such
ponds might enhance mosquitofish
ofish and the
mosquit
exotic species did in fact quickly expand its
population as soon as the lentic habitat was
achieved however because they had already
invaded prior to the presence of ponds the
question was moot the pond habitats were
transitory anyway sedimentation was extensive and all three were quickly invaded by
coattails
cattails
cat tails by 1990 emergent vegetation was so
dense above the barriers on SSI1I and SSIII
111
III that
ill
lil
lii
siil
open water scarcely existed cattail stands
had trapped even more sediment so that byfloodwaters
passing by flood
waters may have been forced
mounding
in part by bounding
moun ding of vegetative debris and
silt upstream from the weirs given sufficient
cat tails became so extime accumulations of coattails
cattails
tensive that we are convinced the barriers
would have been clogged and breached without high water
11
in january 1989 the barrier pool at SSII
II
sll
sli
held only small pockets of water 20 30 cm in
diameter and scarcely a centimeter deep
top minnows had died in these
several dozen topminnows
pockets likely due to combined low temperature and oxygen depletion in the thin layer of
water overlying organic sediments the population had dwindled to a few individuals and a
single adult male was caught in april and july
1990 the habitat was only moist no fish were
found despite exhaustive examination
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sequence occurred after fencing
11
to exclude cattle from the source of SSII
II the
sll
sli
headspring and its outflow were rapidly in
incattails
vaded by coattails
cat tails and by january 1989 the
plants had formed a virtual mound of living
and dead vegetative materials with surface
water only along the margins we speculated
that the site would be uninhabitable by fishes
the next growing season and by april 1990 no
surface water was present and the top
topmmnow
minnOw
topminnow
population was gone succession had proceeded to include invasion of a large bulrush
scirpus sp in july 1990 water was present
but fishless and the cattail stands here and at
the downstream barrier pool were dead for
unknown reasons
vegetation in the western source of S 1 responded differently to livestock exclusion
the marsh and springhead although 5 0 in
in diameter were avoided by livestock presumably due to its dangerously spongy
quaking organic deposits overgrown by
cienega vegetation of small sedges eleocharis sp and grasses only its periphery was
heavily grazed over the years minckley unpublished data found three dead cattle mired
in the center of this tiny marsh it remains
similar today inside its protective fence although there is a slightly more luxuriant
growth of the same low vegetation but no
cattails
cat tails invasion by other than
invasion of coattails
low especially adapted sedges and grasses
may be precluded by water saturated reducsolls as suggested by hendrickbydrosoils
hydro soils
ing hydrosoils
son and minckley 1985 interestingly the
spongy marsh has now solidified and no longer
appears dangerous to livestock currently
limnocrene
the fish habitat comprises only a hmnocrene
ca 50 cm long 25 cm
em wide and 25 cm deep
and its outflow
the eastern source of SSII1 was always larger
than any other spring but salt creek and
remains so it was not fenced and remains an
io
hmnocrene 10
1.0
2.0
open flowing limnocrene
10
in across 20
in
20
20m
lom
long and 25 cm
em deep the combination of
wateringgrazingtrampling by liveintense wateimggrazmgtrampling
stock plus human activities although unsightly and outwardly appearing to damage
the system precludes overgrowth by semi
semiaquatic vegetation
A similar

recommendations

our recommendation

that the U
USS fish
appropre
and wildlife service make a firm appropn
appropri
is
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abely
ately funded commitment to maintain the
bylas springs topminnow stocks piecemeal
efforts to date have largely failed because hylogic and vegetational dynamics and comdrologic
dro
plexity were either not understood or taken
into account habitat responses to management prescriptions were thus unpredicted
A formal plan for recovery must be implemented followed by programmed event
responsive monitoring for the foreseeable
future
next it is appropriate to define the degree
of isolation of the three bylas springs the
presence of endemic hydrobiid snails members of a specialized group restricted to
springs in the american west taylor 1987
hershler and landye 1988 indicates considerable antiquity of the habitat these animals
are essentially unknown in streams and their
presence in large erosive rivers like the gila
111
is even less probable their presence in S
III
SIII
lii
lil
sili
sill
which rises within a channel that floods on
Top minnows could have
occasion is unusual topminnows
colonized the springs at any time
mosquitofish
Mosquit ofish were not locally available to
invade bylas springs until perhaps the 1930s
chamberlain 1904 collected none in the safford area and the species was found nowhere
else in arizona until 1926 when it appeared in
the colorado river at yuma and salt river in
tempe miller 1961 miller and lowe 1967
invasion progressed rapidly and mosquito
fish were abundant statewide at low elevations by the 1940s minckley 1973 topmin
tolmin
nows were thus protected for about 40 years
until flooding in 1977 78 was sufficient to permit ingress by the nonnative
normative species reconst
struction of the history of these habitats helps
understand how and why mosquitofish
mosquit ofish were
originally excluded
the gila river channel 90 in in width in
the period 1875 1903 was eroded to an average of 600 in in width in 1905 17 burkham
1972 turner 1974 the terrace on which
bylas springs now occur was not present in
the latter period and the springs were much
nearer or could have flowed directly into the
river
during 1905 1906 a cone of coarse alluvium was washed into the gila river channel
by flash flooding in salt creek the channel in
111
which SSIII
III rises by 1914 the river was being
ili
sili
deflected southward and threatening the
town of bylas US army corps of engineers
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1914 olmstead 1919 this was accompanied
by deposition on the north side of the channel
downstream of the salt creek alluvial cone
as documented by photographic evidence
burkham 1972 and indirectly by the sizes of
mesquite trees prosopis sp see gavin 1973

that could only have colonized after the terrace was formed see also minckley and clark
1984 in part because of salt
saltcedar
cedar invasion
burkham 1976b the channel again narrowed to average 120 m by 1964 68 the
river remained on the south side of its flood
plain thus bylas springs were isolated
flooding in 1977 78 and again in 1983 continued to erode southward stimulating major
engineering attempts to stabilize and control
the channel personal observation
since it was unknown whether invasion by
mosquitofish
mosquit ofish in 1977 78 was an isolated event
or whether the system was changed enough to
assure continued access by exotic fishes we
S I1 ended as it did
reexamined it in july 1990 SI
before 1977 78 in a variably wetted sump
saite
salte
sait
formed within salt
saltcedar
salteedar
cedar thickets on the teredar
os
005
.55 ha in area and
race this sump may exceed 005
was heavily utilized by livestock also as before there was no apparent outlet to the gila
river which lay at least a kilometer farther
south and considerably lower in elevation ca
50
5.0 m SSII
50
sll11II similarly remained equally as isosli
lated in 1990 as it was in the recorded past As
111
noted before the channel into which SSIII
III
lii
lil
sill
sili
rises passed unimpeded into the gila river
and was thus accessible to mosquitofish
mosquit ofish during flood
As long as mosquitofish
ofish exist in the sump
mosquit
of S 1 an artificial barrier will be required
but it must be designed to function under all
11
but the most severe conditions SSII
II seems
sufficiently isolated without a barrier assum111
ing fish habitat can again be established SSIII
III
ill
lii
lil
will require a barrier for the foreseeable future since mosquitofish
mosquit ofish will continue to occupy the gila river existing weirs especially
111
those for SSIII
III
ill will require further modificaili
lil
sill
tions to accommodate high discharges or must
be replaced with structures that will do so
the last is difficult because of the gently sloping surrounding terrain which may necessitate berms
barms extending tens of meters on each
side each should be equipped with wide
spillways
spill ways of nonerodable material we also
recommend installation of soil pipe or some
other means of passing base flows through all

sli
sll
sil
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barriers so that upstream ponds and their
associated problems will not exist
once mosquitofish
mosquit ofish are eradicated a barrier
should not be needed on Ssli
sii11 forty years of
protection by natural isolation would seem an
acceptable period of time for management of
an endangered short lived species such as
the sonoran top
topminnow
minnow we cannot predict
the recurrence interval of major floods but
such events some of which have exceeded
ma sec
m3
4000 m3
see in a river that averages 14 ma
sec at safford burkham 1970 US geologisee
cal survey 1989 cannot be engineered
against such a flood directed against the
north side of the gila river flood
floodplain
plain would
destroy the system as it now exists
despite these data and pronouncements
mapping of the entire spring complex is
clearly in order for future management reference the effort should include aerial photography at the time of minimum vegetative
to
development in winter accompanied by extensive ground truth to confirm intricacies of
the aquatic system the extent of aquatic
habitat should be determined under both
drought and wet conditions to assure an understanding
standing of actual and potential interconder
nections
next mosquitofish
mosquit ofish must be eradicated an
operation which must be preceded by removal of substantial numbers of native fish
and other animals from each spring to secure
11
refugia fortunately fish from SSII
II have alsil
sll
sli
ready been transplanted to a spring in roper
lake state park near safford arizona where
they established a large reproducing population arizona game and fish department
AZGFDI
AZGFD unpublished data A stock from
S
SI1I is being similarly maintained at arizona
state university the stock originally inhabit111
ing SSIII
III
lii is extinct
ili
sili
invertebrates may present a problem esally the two endemic hydrobiid snails
pecially
peci
bryonia gilae
tryonia
filae and the monotypic apachecoc
cus arizonae
arizonan taylor 1987 see also hershler
and landye 1988 which have previously
been held on site for no longer than a few days
and in aquaria for about three months if these
animals are to be held captive for a longer
period special treatment or facilities may be
required typically invertebrates may be
reintroduced soon after the poison dissipates
generally a few days after the final application
numbers of all animals retained for stocking
restocking
re
1

1
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should be large enough to assure maintenance
of genetie
genetic variability and a reasonable probability for representation of rare alleles meffe
1986 1987 meffe and vrijenhoek 1988
considering the negative results of previpisci cide should be applied reous attempts piscicide
peatedly
edly perhaps three or more times at
peat
weekly or longer intervals application should
dewatering of
be accompanied by physical dewatering
runs lateral pools and the downstream sump
of S 1 if possible footprints of livestock in
muds of the sump provide tiny but effective
life support sites in which mosquitofish
mosquit ofish may
survive immediately adjacent to toxic water
temporary exclusion of livestock might well
alleviate this problem alternatively water
could be retained upstream by temporarily
damming the spring run so the sump could
be repeatedly dewaterer
dewatered
de
watered at least to a degree
and then flooded to inundate such refugia
with poisonous water
A fishless period of at least a year should be
required for the entire system before topmin
tolmin
mosquitofish
nows are re stocked presence of mosquit
ofish
in any ofthe springs allows children or adults
to inadvertently or intentionally move them
from place to place humans are attracted to
springs in otherwise and lands and the bylas
springs although reasonably isolated are periodically
used by local residents for recreri
ation
long term success the
in order to assure longterm
area must be inspected frequently and managed to assure maintenance of habitat integrity and continued exclusion of mosquito
fish and to detect and interdict local land uses
that may prove detrimental we recommend
a cooperative agreement with the san carlos
apache tribe to perform a quarterly or more
frequent schedule of surveillance and monitoring biannual intensive surveys should enlist the assistance of a professional biologist
the entire system is small and may be thoroughly examined in one day
the activities of domestic livestock which
must have precluded overgrowth by cattail in
the past may be a necessary part of the ecology of these springs encroachment by semiaquatic vegetation destroys small isolated
habitats and this must be avoided the habitat disruption and apparent degradation by
livestock is preferable to loss of the habitats
and topminnows if reliable close order
surveillance is developed the existing fences

could be gated and opened periodically to
allow removal of vegetation by livestock if
not we recommend the fences be removed
from headsprings
head springs and barrier pools alike
cattail and other emergent plants could
also be controlled by cutting burning or
chemical herbicides
herbic ides but these methods are
labor intensive and may be more habitat disruptive than livestock a situation that should
be avoided if possible experimental manipulations to determine reasonable vegetation
control measures might be attempted at
11
S
II which is now fishless once tested acSII
table control techniques could be applied
ceptable
cep
to other sites

sil
sll

conclusions

the current

and past recovery efforts in
behalf of sonoran topminnows
top minnows in the gila
river basin brooks 1985 1986 simons
1987 simons et al 1989 have emphasized
introductions and re
reintroductions
introductions within historic range far more than dealing with natural
populations resulting in continuing jeopardy
to natural populations in fact according to
the current recovery plan USFWS 1984 all
natural populations could disappear without
influencing the down listing or delisting
de listing criteria and since the criteria have been satisfied
simons et al 1989 the species could conceivably
ceiva bly be down listed to threatened status
in 1990 the USFWS desert fishes recovery team recommended against such action
minckley unpublished data
we do not underestimate the difficulties
associated with habitat renovation for maintop minnow stocks but
tenance of native topminnow
we suggest a concerted effort be directed
toward accomplishing that end at bylas
top minnows cannot be secured
springs if topminnows
here which undoubtedly represents some
of the least complex habitats occupied by natural populations of topminnows
top minnows in the USA
it seems highly unlikely that any natural population threatened by mosquitofish
mosquit ofish has much
hope ofa persisting yet repeated attempts to
eradicate mosquitofish
mosquit ofish have failed and other
efforts to manage the habitat have had undesirable results it is more efficient to devote
necessary planning manpower and material
to initial operations even if the assurance of
success is costly than to expend lesser
amounts on repeated unsuccessful operations
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over time whereby cumulative costs become
exorbitant and the populations are still lost A
new round of effort is clearly needed and
quickly
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DAM
SITE SELECTION BY BEAVERS IN AN EASTERN OREGON BASIN
DAMSITE
william C mccomb
sedell2
mccombb james R sedell
mccomb1
sedella and todd D buchholz1
buchholzz
buchholz

1

ABSTRACT

we compared physical and vegetative habitat characteristics at 14 dam sites occupied by beaver castor

canadensis with those at 41 random unoccupied reaches to identify features important to dam site selection in the
long creek basin grant county oregon stream reaches with dams were shallower and had a lower gradient than
unoccupied reaches beaver did not build dams at sites with a rock substrate bank slopes at occupied reaches were not
as steep as those at unoccupied reaches and occupied stream reaches had greater tree canopy cover especially of
twinleaf
thinleaf
thin leaf alder alnus tenuifolia than did unused reaches A discriminant model using transformations of bank slope
stream gradient and hardwood cover classified all beaver dam sites correctly and 35 of 41 random sites as unoccupied
sites the 6 misclassified sites had rock substrates
we also tested four habitat suitability models for beaver in this basin three models produced significantly different
P
05 scores between occupied and random unoccupied reaches suggesting that they might have some utility for
this region

beaver castor canadensis have long been
recognized as having a significant effect on
riparian ecosystems through alteration of
stream flow they impact soil moisture
biomass distribution soil redox potential
ph and plant available nitrogen in riparian
areas naiman et al 1988 creation of pool
gard
habitat is important to some salmonids
salmon ids gard
card
card
1961 and other pool inhabiting animals particul
ticularly
arly in areas lacking pools formed by naturally occurring coarse woody debris pool
habitats can be particularly important for
arld regions where water levsome species in arid
and
els decrease substantially during the summer
As central place foragers
for agers beaver also create
early seral
serai stage patches that add to habitat
complexity and may influence the diversity of
terrestrial organisms naiman et al 1988
beaver management represents a low cost alter
native to intensive riparian rehabilitation
ternative
activities such as cabling coarse woody debris
in streams but its success depends on the
ability of land managers to predict where
beaver are likely to build dams and thus
create pools
not all portions of all streams are suitable beaver habitat alien
ailen 1983 developed
allen
a habitat suitability index HSI model for
evaluating lacustrine riverine and palustrine habitats for beaver A similar model was
developed by urich et al 1984 in missouri
howard and larson 1985 in massachusetts
and beier and barrett 1987 in northern cali

morma
forma
fornia

used multivariate techniques to identify habitat features associated with beaver
occupied reaches slough and sadlier 1977
developed a land capability classification system for beaver in british columbia based on
regression relationships however no models have been developed for beaver in and
arld
arid
habitats and none of the existing models have
been tested on independent data from and
arld
arid
habitats
our objectives were 1 to locate all beaver
dams in a third order basin representative
of arld
arid
and habitat in eastern oregon 2 to identify habitat features potentially important to
beaver 3 to develop a habitat classification
model for beaver in the basin and 4 to test
four existing habitat classification models
STUDY AREA

the long creek
2

basin drains approxi-

mately 490 km2
km of grant county oregon
fig 1 elevations range from 760 to 1900 m
average annual precipitation is 30 35 cm
with most of that occurring in the winter
temperatures range from about 10 to 30 C
franklin and dyrness 1973
the area is dominated by shrub steppe
annd
arid
and eastern oregon in
vegetation typical of anid
the blue mountains physiographic region
franklin and dyrness 1973 sagebrush
app dominates with junipers
artemisia spp
juniperus
juni pers
perus spp
juniperus
app and ponderosa pine pinus
Yuni

department of forest science oregon state university corvallis oregon 97331 USA
S W jefferson corvallis oregon 97331 USA
SDA forest service pacific northwest research station forestry sciences laboratory 3200 SW
2usda
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b BEAVER DAM SITE
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location of long creek basin grant county oregon and distribution of beaver dams b and random
unoccupied reaches u in the basin

fig

1

ponderosa occurring in the higher elevatwinleaf
tions riparian vegetation is primarily thinleaf
alder alnus tenuifolia willow salix spp
app
hawthorn crataegus spp
app and cottonwood
populus trichocarpa
tricho carpa the dominant land
use is grazing and the land is privately owned
except for the portion of the upper basin in the
ochoco national forest

METHODS

on 2 september

1988 we examined 98 km
of perennial streams in the long creek basin
from the air at an altitude of 200 300 m this
included 48 km of long creek 21 km of pass
creek 11 km of pine creek 15 km of basin
creek and 3 km of unnamed streams thirty
sites showing signs of possible beaver activity
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ponds pools or felled trees were marked on
a topographic map and then visited on the
ground fourteen of the possible beaver sites
were actually occupied by beaver the others
were either natural pools or human induced
disturbances or structures in september
1988 we recorded habitat characteristics at
the occupied sites and at 16 randomly selected
unoccupied reaches random reaches were
selected by drawing random numbers to identify points that corresponded to distances in
meters from the mouths of the streams these
reaches happened to be skewed toward the
lower basin so an additional 25 randomly selected unoccupied reaches were visited in
march 1989 to obtain a better representation
of riparian habitat available throughout the
basin resulting in a total of 41 unoccupied
reaches
twenty two habitat characteristics including those used in previous studies existing
models and some that were potentially important in this basin were measured at each
dam site n 14 and each unoccupied reach
anz
n 41 table 1 stream variables were meanz
sured immediately below the dam at occupied
sites or at the randomly selected point on
unoccupied reaches terrestrial habitat was
measured at two 40 m diameter plots per site
plots were established on both sides of the
stream and were immediately adjacent to the
dam at occupied sites or to the streambank
stream bank at
unoccupied reaches values for the two plots
were averaged to characterize each site hall
1970 found that 90 of woody food was cut
within 30 m of the stream edge and johnston
and naiman in press reported that most foraging occurred within approximately 35 m of
the stream therefore we assumed that 40
m diameter plots adequately sampled terrestrial habitat for beaver additional variables
were measured to characterize dam sites dam
m2 average
height cm pond surface area ma
basal diameters of woody stems by species
cut by beaver and percentage of available
woody stems by species that had been cut by
beaver
univariate comparisons were made between occupied and unoccupied reaches
with a t test linear correlation between all
combinations of pairs of variables was conducted for pairs with r 80.80
80 only the variable that seemed most biologically meaningful to beaver dam building in this basin was
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variables measured at 14 beaver dam sites
and 41 unoccupied random stream reaches in the long
grant
glant county oregon 1988
creek basin giant
1989
19881989
TABLE 1

variable
stream gradient

stream width m
stream depth cm
floodplam
floodplain
piam width m
plain
Floodplam

bank slope
bank type

distances m
ma
drainage area km2

plant cover

hardwood

shrub

method
average of gradient
ofgradient upstream
and downstream from dam or at
a random point on unoccupied
reaches measured with a
clinometer
high water width immediately
below dam or random point
high water depth immediately
below dam or random point
width of area dominated by
alluvial soils at the dam or
random site
average ofbank
of bank entrance angle
orbank
on both sides of the stream measured with a clinometer
classified as predominantly dirt
or small cobble 20 cm diameter cobble 21 cm
em diameter
or solid rock
distance to nearest road building or bridge
area drained above a dam or
random point
ocular estimates averaged over
two 40 m diameter plots see
text for grasses and sedges
forbs thinleafalder
twinleaf
thinleaf alder
aider willow
hawthorn cottonwood juniper
and other conifers mostly ponderosa pine
of alder
offalder
aider willow
the sum ofalder
hawthorn and cottonwood
covers
the cover of all stems 1 I1 cm

diameter

total canopy

hardwood and conifer
the sum of ofhardwood
covers

grazing pressure

classed as low 25 stems
eaten medium 25 50 stems
eaten high 50 75 stems
eaten or very high 75 stems
eaten

retained for subsequent analysis continuous
variables were examined for normality using
the W statistic SAS institute inc 1982 580
Norm
normal
normormal
nonnormal
nonformal
Non
ormai data were subjected to square
ormal
root or logarithmic transformations to address
assumptions behind parametric analysis any
variables either raw or transformed with
10
07
11
io
W
007
.00 were excluded from
.77 max
10
multivariate analyses based on these criteria
10 of
the original 20 continuous variables were
oftbe
oftle
retained for analysis the subset of these
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average SE habitat characteristics measured at beaver dam sites and unoccupied reaches long creek
basin grant county oregon 1988 1989
TABLE 2

habitat

occupied

characteristic

transformation

W

stream gradient
stream width m
stream depth cm
Flood
floodplain
plain width m
bank slope
road distance m
house distance m
bridge distance m
drainage area km2
plant cover
grass

log
log

sqrt
none
none
none
sqrt

840
936
899
947
939
753
490
473
921

none
sqrt
none
none
none
none
log
none
none
none
none

952
894
631
280
423
281
904
650
198
385
630

forb
leaf alder
Thin
twinleaf
thmleaf
thinleaf
willow
hawthorn
cottonwood
hardwood
shrub
juniper

other conifer
total canopy

none
log

10 variables best able to separate occupied from
unoccupied reaches was selected by stepwise
discriminant analysis A classificatory model for
the original data set was developed from this

subset with canonical discriminant analysis
discrete data are reported as frequencies
with chi square goodness of fit analyses conducted for among class comparisons values
from random unoccupied reaches were used
to establish expected frequencies
from our data we evaluated the effectiveness of four existing habitat suitability models
1 the US fish and wildlife service USFWS HSI model allen
allen 1983 2 the misalien
alien
ailen
3
souri HSI model urich et al 1984
the massachusetts model howard and larson 1985 and 4 the truckee river model
beier and barrett 1987 A new version of the
missouri HSI model includes beaver in the
list of species evaluated scores were recorded for each occupied and unoccupied
reach and then compared with a t test for each
model we assumed that a significant differ.05
05
05 in scores between occupied and
ence P os
unoccupied reaches indicated potential utility
for a model in long creek basin
RESULTS AND

discussion

beaver dams were not abundant in the
basin we found an average of one beaver dam

n

14

230.2
2302
390.8
90
3908
540.6
5406

22302
30 2
8
3
3908
5406
5 40 6
13 52 4
13524
1352.4

13524
11
1112.6
12 6
11126

539 113
539113
843 84
84384
864 76
86476
192
23
19223

54650
16 82 3
16823
1682.3
16823
11 23 7
11237
1123.7
11237
54
54650
65 0
5465.0

33
433.6
4336
552.2
52
5522
000.0
0000

4
6
4336
55522 2
0oooo
0000
00 0
1
21
2107.1

07
21071
23 16 7
23167
2316.7
23167

unoccupied
n

41

t

6405
6 40 5
6.405
6405
33303
30 3
330.3

0001
5386
0001
5894
0009
3880
2995
6332
5864

42434

0669
0067
0452
3579
0836

13 41 1
1341.1
13411
12
12014
12.014
12014
01 4
24 12 5
24195
24125
654 68
65468
936 24
93624
903
40
90340
170 22
17022
42434
42 43 4
4243.4

883j6
31 6

3 00 8
300.8
3008
0 90 3
0903
090.3
0903
1 10 7
1107
oooo
0 00 0
0000
0.000
0000
013
555013
501.3
01 3

63l5

3 63 6
3636

6335
6315
6 31 5
0502
0 50 2

26 78 0
2678.0
26780

6 91 5

363.6
3636
2 12 1
212.1
2121

pt

P

050.2
0502
11404
40 4

1000
0001
0313
4040
7298
0001

per 7 km of stream but the distribution of the
dams was highly clumped in the middle of the
basin fig 1 in a study covering a comparakm2 and stream length 153 km
ble area 600 km
beier and barrett 1987 recorded 43 active
beaver colonies in a sierra nevada basin
other investigators have reported beaver
oi
dam densities of one per 01
001
.11 36
3.6
36 km beier
and barrett 1987 naiman et al 1988
physical habitat relationships

dam heights
areas x

xE
m2
167 ma
m

55 cm and pond surface
were highly variable CV

and 88 respectively beaver dams
occurred exclusively at sites with dirt rather
than bedrock or cobble dominated banks
whereas only 37 of the unoccupied reaches
had dirt banks because beaver in this basin
benned in banks or lodges adjacent to the
denned
banks dirt substrates were probably a requisite for adequate dens
immediately below the dam streams were
shallower had a gentler gradient and had a
gentler bank slope than at unoccupied reaches
table 2 the features of dirt banks with gentle slope low stream gradient and relatively
shallow water were best met in the middle of
the basin further upstream the gradient was
steep downstream the water was deep and
would probably result in volumes that could
62
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wash out dams during high flows all unoccupied reaches downstream from the occupied
sites were dominated by bedrock drainage
basin area stream width and flood
floodplain
plain
width did not differ between occupied and
unoccupied reaches table 2
distances to features that might have affected the likelihood of dam placement such
as bridges roads or buildings did not differ

between occupied and unoccupied reaches
beaver will apparently live in close proximity
to humans and human made structures if all
habitat requirements are met
vegetative habitat relationships
beaver cut exclusively hardwoods at the
dam sites use of twinleaf
thinleaf alder 6
willow
9
and hawthorn
3
was nearly in
proportion to availability 0
use in proportion to availability however percent cover
of a site by twinleaf
thinleaf alder was higher on occupied than on unoccupied stream reaches
thin leaf alder was a domitable 2 because twinleaf
thinleaf
nant plant along the riparian area hardwood
cover and total canopy cover were higher on
occupied than on unoccupied reaches alder
also dominated the shrub category stems 1
cm dbh
dah thus shrub cover differed between
occupied and unoccupied reaches cover by
other potential food and dam construction
plants willow and hawthorn was highly variable among sites and so did not differ between
occupied and unoccupied reaches nor did
cover by conifers table 2 cover by forbs was
higher on occupied than on unoccupied
reaches probably resulting from the higher
water table around dam sites grass cover at
dam sites did not differ from that at unoccupied reaches
assuming that this basin is typical of many
in eastern oregon then beaver were most
abundant prior to intensive beaver trapping in
the late 1800s and early 1900s followed by
grazing of the area finley 1937 kindschy
1985 reported that grazing can adversely affect beaver habitat in the region by reducing
willow abundance grazing pressure was
rated as low to none at 64 9 of 14 of beaver
dam sites and 49
20 of 41 of unoccupied
X
x2 00.73
73 P
stream reaches xa
2.2 although
073
we did not detect any association between
grazing and dam site selection vegetation responses may have been obscured by historic
cutting patterns of beaver length of pond
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and previous grazing practices
kindschy 1985 johnston and naiman in
press many of the preferred food species
may have been eliminated from the area prior
to this study
occupancy

habitat classification
bank slope stream gradient and hardwood
canopy cover best separated F
.0001
P
0001 pillai s trace
0.62
062 occupied from unoccupied
reaches the model was
response variable 3.753
3753
bank slope
vbank
logio
10910 stream gradient
0.272
0272
5.239
5239
logic hardwood cover 1.273
1090
1273
with zero as a decision level negative values of the response variable were classified as
beaver dam sites and positive values were
classified as random unoccupied reaches low
values for bank slope and stream gradient and
high values for hardwood cover produced
negative values the model correctly classified all dam sites and 35 of the 41 85 unoccupied reaches misclassified unoccupied
reaches were dominated by either bedrock or
cobble therefore when all sites except those
with dirt banks were deleted from the data set
prior to running the model classification was
100
the accuracy of this model in other
drainage basins of this size in eastern oregon
is unknown but it seems likely that these
habitat characteristics would influence beaver
dam building elsewhere in the region
assessment of existing models
the only model that produced scores that
did not differ significantly between occupied
and unoccupied reaches was the massachusetts model table 3 this model was designed for use in small watersheds
750 ha
in the northeastern united states and included variables that did not pertain to conditions in eastern oregon soil drainage class
and abandoned field proximity the other
three models produced scores that differed
between occupied and unoccupied reaches
006
.006
P
F
006 suggesting that they can provide
an index to beaver habitat quality in this
basin

beier and barrett 1987 used stream depth
a classificatory variable in their study and
stream gradient to identify beaver occupied
and unoccupied reaches in the truckee river
basin california when we assessed these
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average SE scores for four models tested with data from beaver occupied and random unoccupied
reaches long creek basin grant county oregon 1988 1989

taille

TABLE 3

unoccupied
n 41

occupied
model
massachusetts

truckee river

n
b

originals
original0
missouri HSI original0
modified
or igina id
USFWS HSI original
brigina
origina
USFWS HSI food
USFWS HSI water
USFWS HSI modified
USFWS HSI food
USFWS HSI water
this study
1

14

0 520 06
052006
0520.06
052006
039014
0039014
0390.14
390 14
0 550 02
0550.02
055002
00.54002
540 02
054002
200 03
00200.03
020003
0049009
0490.09
490 09
00430.02
043002
430 02
043002
00290.05
039005
290 05
029005
049009
00490.09
490 09
049009
0078005
780 05
0780.05
1 340 23
134023
1340.23
134023

00560.14
560 14
056014
1 440 05
1440.05
144005
0067003
0670.03
670 03
0 690 03
0690.03
069003
00390.06
390 06
039006
1 460 23
1460.23
146023
0050000
0500.00
500 00
0 790 11
0790.11
079011
11460.23
460 23
146023
ooo
1100000
000 00
1000.00
1151012
1510.12
510 12

pt
P

t

0813
0001
0006
0006
0005
0001
002
0001
0001
0003
0001

oward and larson 1985
ail
ali
all
howald
beier and barrett 1987
url
et al 1984
Uri chetal
wrich
mrich
urichetal
trich

ilen
lien

dalien
dallen
llen 1983

variables on the long creek basin data
stream gradient drove the model the stream
depth variable was not sensitive to conditions
at long creek beaver habitat suitability increased with stream depth in the truckee
river basin but we found an opposite relaship in the long creek basin
tionship
tion
the missouri HSI model produced acceptable results in eastern oregon but weaknesses were apparent for example this
model places high habitat suitability value on
stream sections with steep banks whereas
beaver in the long creek basin selected gentle bank slopes for dam placement reversing
the suitability index scores for this variable
made the model more sensitive to conditions
in the long creek basin A variable describcrop lands did not pertain
ing the proximity to croplands
to long creek basin and was eliminated
making these alterations however changed
the scores of the original model by only
0 02 units
the USFWS HSI model produces life
requisite values between 0 and 1I for both food
and water the HSI is the minimum of these
two values the water life requisite value is
based on suitability indices SI for water level
fluctuation and stream gradient all sites measured in the long creek basin were classified
as having moderate fluctuations in water level
that could have influenced lodge entrances
05
SI
0 5 so this variable was not sensitive
0.5
05
to conditions at occupied and unoccupied
reaches stream gradient was a better predictor of occupied reaches eliminating the variable for stream level fluctuation from the

model resulted in average life requisite scores
11.0
io
for water of 10
0078
78
100 on occupied reaches and 0.78
on unoccupied reaches table 3 average
HSI scores for occupied reaches increased
from 039
0.39 to 079
0.79 as a result of this change
while scores at unoccupied reaches did not
00
29 we do not
change appreciably 020
0.20
20 to 00
0.29
20
29
suggest changes in the calculation of the life
requisite value for food and dam construction
material because that score differed significantly between occupied and unoccupied
reaches table 3

assessing site suitability
williams 1965 indicated that in addition to
sufficient food suitable habitat for beavers
requires a channel gradient 15 and stable
water levels in riverine habitats stream gradient is the most significant factor determining the suitability of habitat for beaver slough
and sadlier 1977 gradient was considered
an important habitat feature by retzer et al
slough and sadlier 1977 alien
1956
ailen
allen
1983 urich et al 1984 howard and larson 1985 beier and barrett 1987 and
naiman et al 1988 gradients on beaver oc
aupied reaches in the long creek basin
cupied
11
ranged from ls
is
440
.55 to 40
.00 while those on unoc15
cupied reaches were as high as 12 excluding all stream segments with gradients
could facilitate identification of suitable dam building segments along long
tributaries
creek and its tributa
ries at most sites gradients 7 are probably only of marginal value
retzer et al 1956 however gradient alone
is probably not the best indicator of dam site
12
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relative stream gradient diagram stream gradient relative to stream cross sectional area five random
ma
m2
m2cross
unoccupied reaches fell below 0088 mccross
cross sectional area values from random unoccupied reaches below the diagonal
line were classified as unusable beaver habitat because of stream substrate or food availability see text
2

suitability the relationship between gradient
and dam building is influenced by the cross
sectional area of the stream because small
high gradient streams can be dammed up to
a point but large high gradient streams cannot similarly large streams of low gradient
can be dammed but again only up to a point
ma
m2 cross sectional area on long creek
5m
our data support this concept as does the
mean value from active colony sites B fig 2

in the truckee river basin beier and barrett
1987 although stream depth width and
drainage area above the dam were important
features in other studies howard and larson
1985 beier and barrett 1987 the degree
to which these variables indicate habitat quality for beaver is largely dependent on the
length of stream sampled and the location
of sampling in the watershed in first and
second order streams these variables must
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be sufficiently large to provide adequate water for beaver howard and larson 1985 in
large streams depth and width have a negative association with dam building because
the force of the water can prevent dam persistence during high flows sampling a wide
range of stream sizes resulted in a gaussian
distribution of these factors with similar
means for occupied and unoccupied reaches
due to the location of beaver dams in the
central basin but the range of values for
width and depth is narrower for occupied than
for unoccupied reaches using relative stream
gradient cross sectional stream area at a
given gradient overcomes this problem
substrate type can also be used to further
refine selection of potential dam sites approximately 63 of long creek and its tribu
tannes passes through substrates of rock or
tarnes
large cobble that seem to restrict dam const
struction slough and sadlier 1977 reported
that beaver in their study area did not use
lakes with rocky margins
bank slope is another physical feature that
seems important to dam site selection urich
et al 1984 considered steep banks important
to beaver in missouri probably because they
offer suitable locations for dens along large
streams in our study and that of beier and
barrett 1987 beaver were associated with
gentle bank slopes the influence of bank
slope on habitat suitability may be a locally
important variable and should not be universally included in habitat models
an adequate and accessible supply of food
and dam construction materials must be
present for establishment of a beaver colony
slough and sadlier 1977 on our study area
sites with 7 hardwood tree cover were
unlikely to be dam sites based on a 95 confidence interval denney 1952 summarized
the food preferences of beaver in north america and reported that aspen populus teemu
tremu
loides willow cottonwood and alder were
most often selected the food species present
may be less important in determining habitat
quality than are physiographic and hydrologic
factors jenkins 1981 alien
ailen 1983 if food is
allen
not adequate but the geomorphic features
already described for dam placement are met
then the land manager can encourage the
growth of food and dam construction materials by restricting grazing of the riparian area
by artificial regeneration of the trees and

volume 50

shrubs or both once a dam is built forb
abundance will probably increase table 2
resulting in improved food quantity and quality in the summer jenkins 1981

conclusions

for streams

similar to those in the long
creek basin we suggest that land managers
may evaluate the potential for beaver dam
establishment using either the alien
ailen 1983
allen
HSI model modified for eastern oregon conditions or the beier and barrett 1987 model
the discriminant model that we developed
provided excellent classification of the original data and used habitat features identified
by other investigators as important to beavers but it has at least two weaknesses first
variable transformations obscure direct relationships
tion ships between beaver and the habitat
characteristic the square root or logarithm of
a variable may not be as meaningful as the
original value second the model has not
been tested on an independent data set
an alternative to using the alien
ailen 1983 or
allen
beier and barrett 1987 models is to use the
following logic based decision tree A stream
segment may support beaver 1 if the relative stream gradient falls in the domain below
the diagonal line in figure 2 2 if the stream
substrate is not rock or cobble and 3 if the
hardwood cover is 7 if hardwood cover is
7
then the land manager has the option of
improving the section of stream habitat by
encouraging woody plant growth to increase
the volume of pool habitat in a stream by
encouraging beaver the land manager should
identify reaches with adequate geomorphic
characteristics reestablish hardwoods if necessary and minimize trapping of beaver until
the population is well established for suitable stream sections this approach would be
more economical than adding logs or similar
in
stream structures that could be better used
instream
elsewhere
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SMALL MAMMAL RECORDS FROM DOLPHIN ISLAND
THE GREAT SALT LAKE AND OTHER
IN THE
BASIN UTAH

localities

bonneville

crameri
kenneth L cramer

A

lee foote

collections made during 1985 and 1986 resulted in the following notes on reproduction
extensions of geographic ranges and specimens of rare and uncommon small mammals
from the bonneville basin in northwestern
utah collapsible sherman live traps and victor snap traps baited with a mixture of rolled
oats peanut butter chopped raisins and bacon fat were used for collections exact localities and dates of capture are reported under
each species description
vagrant shrew sorex magrans
vagrans magrans
va
vagrans
grans
three individuals were captured in june 1986
at twin springs in tooele
thoele co a small spring
salt grass distichlis spi
dominated by saltgrass
cata apspicate
spicata
proximately 35 km south of wendover utah
t9s r16w one specimen was found in an
insect pitfall trap two additional specimens
were caught 21 march 1986 in the grassy
mountains tan
t3n r11w s26 in a shallow
narrow dry ravine the female contained six
embryos 8 mm in length these records extend the known range of this subspecies 35 km
to the north previous record durrant 1952
ibapah utah and substantiate the occurrence of this subspecies in this area of the
bonneville basin
sagebrush vole lagurus curtatus
curtatus intermedius
two females were recorded from
the grassy mountains near the area in which
the vagrant shrews were captured one captured 23 february 1986 was lactating and had
four placental scars the other was captured
in september 1985 the latter specimen was
prepared and deposited in the department of
fisheries and wildlife teaching collection at
utah state university these records support
the general distribution of this subspecies in
northwestern utah postulated by durrant
1952 and establish the occurrence of the
sagebrush vole in this western central range

and joseph A chapman

1

of the bonneville basin in addition we feel it
noteworthy to mention a siting of a sagebrush
vole on the extreme northern newfoundland
mountains tan
t6n r13w s17 because of
the isolated nature of this range which is
surrounded by barren salt flats the vole
observed one afternoon in june 1985 was
clearly identified by its short tail and very
light pelage
little pocket mouse perognathus longi
membris gulosus
gulo sus
thirteen specimens were
collected in may 1986 from the western edge
of floating island tooele
thoele co utah tan
t2n
r16w s22 approximately 50 km northeast
of wendover utah near the end of silver
island mountains the site had fine sandy
soil and the dominant shrub was desert milkwort polygala in termontana three specimens were also collected from the north end
of the newfoundland mountains also reported there by H egoscue personal communication
muni
cation these records confirm durrant s
1952 hypothesized distribution for this subspecies in the western deserts of utah

ts

SMALL MAMMALS OF DOLPHIN ISLAND

we trapped for two nights in august 1986
when the great salt lake was at a peak level of
4212 feet above sea level the high lake lev-

els reduced this island to an area of 25 ha
area calculated based on the 4210 foot contour line A drop in lake level to 4200 feet
expands the island area to 210 ha although
much of this area is un vegetated mud flats in
750 trap nights on the island tan
t9n r10w
only dipodomys ordii
ordia and P longimembris
longimembris
were captured this contrasts markedly with
goldman s 1939 and marshall s 1940 censuses of the island 50 years ago goldman
spent two nights on the island and found a

department of fisheries and wildlife utah state university logan utah 843225210
84322 5210
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much more diverse small mammal fauna
in only 37 trap nights at that time the great
salt lake was at a historic low and the island
was connected to the mainland by a low sand
bar goldman reported capturing deer mice
peromyscus maniculatus
mamculatus ground squirrels
townsendi
spermophilus townsendia
town sendi and both ord s
ordia and chisel toothed D microps
D ordii
crops
mi
microns
kangaroo rats also he recorded evidence
woodrat neotoma le pida coyotes
of desert woodral
cams latrans
latrans and a carcass of a porcupine
latrano
canis
dorsatum
erethizon dorsa
tum goldman 1939 named
a new subspecies of chisel toothed kangaroo
rat D TO russeolus
russ eolus and ord s kangaroo rat
D 0 cineraceous
cineraceus based on specimens he
captured on the island
we saw sign of runways of S townsendia
townsendi
town sendi
ofcheatgrass
of cheat grass although
through dense stands cheatgrass
we saw no aboveground activity in august
when we visited the island in addition we
saw droppings and weathered nests of neotoma but none of them were recent suggestwood rats left on this
ing that there may be no woodrats
lagomorpha were obisland while no live lagomorphs
served on the island two weathered disarticjack rabbits lepus sp
ulated skeletons of jackrabbits
were
weie also found but these could have been
raptors the island almost
carried there by raptores
earned
certainly has no peromyscus remaining in
other west desert areas we would normally
catch a minimum of 10 15 deer mice for 750
trap nights of effort even in very poor habitat
cheat grass bromus tectorum
such as the cheatgrass
tec
torum
tectorium
monoculture dominating the island we
caught no specimens of D microps
microns and believe that the subspecies named for its occurruss eolus is exrence on the island D m russeolus
tinct
ordia mar
ord s kangaroo rat dipodomys ordii
we captured 11 individuals of this
shalli
subspecies five specimens were deposited
in the national museum of natural history
and another five reside in the university of
utah museum of natural history
the specimens of ord s kangaroo rat do
not appear to fit within the range of variation
for D 0 cineraceous
cineraceus the subspecies first described by goldman 1939 as endemic to dolphin island our specimens are much darker
ariy the tails in additicularly
ticul arly
titularly
than cineraceous
pal particularly
cineraceus pai
tion all of our specimens have black facial
markings like the mainland subspecies D 0
marshalla
haib only one specimen from the origihalb
halh
marshalli
marshalh
mars
mar shalli
nal series of cineraceous
cineraceus has these markings

volume 50

personal communication don wilson US
biological survey however our specimens
are not identical to marshalli
marshalla
mar shalli they are slightly
paler and the tails are darker than marshalli
marshalla
mar shalli
the skulls of all specimens are very similar
these comparisons of our specimens with the
original series collected by goldman were
confirmed by comparisons to specimens of
D 0 marshalla
marshalli
mar shalli at the university of utah
museum of natural history thus we feel
that our specimens of D ordia
ordii collected on
dolphin island are more closely related to the
subspecies D 0 marshalla
marshalli
mar shalli than to the original
subspecies D 0 cineraceous
cineraceus described by
goldman 1939 durrant 1952 earlier questioned the validity of subspecific status for
cineraceous
cineraceus noting frequent connection of
dolphin island with the mainland and a lack of
nearby mainland specimens
little pocket mouse perognathus longi
membris gulo
gulosus
sus
six specimens of the little pocket mouse were collected on dolphin
island this species has not been recorded
previously from any island in the great salt
lake goldman 1939 marshall 1940 bowers
1982 few records are available for this species in the bonneville basin durrant 1952
shippee and egoscue 1968 the nearest from
kelton utah on the north shore of the lake
trapping on the nearby mainland at higher
elevations 5500 feet in the hogup
hogop mountains failed to produce any individuals of this
species this may have been due to the absence of habitats usually preferred by this
species the P longimembris specimens collected on dolphin island are much darker
overall than gulosus although still within the
range of variation of this subspecies but appear identical in skull morphology specimens examined from dolphin island are deposited in the national museum of natural
history 3 and the university of utah museum of natural history 3
the complete isolation of the island from
the mainland for several years probably explains these faunal changes high lake levels
have inundated formerly choice dune habitats
occupied by the heteromyids that still persist
on the island it is likely that the island fauna
has changed repeatedly over the years as a
result of lake level fluctuations that alternately
isolated it from and connected it with the
mainland in the 1900s alone the island has
been isolated from and reconnected to the
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mainland on at least three separate occasions
gwynn 1980 this could account for the apparent reinvasion of the island by D 0 mar
shalli and possible swamping of variation
found in the subspecies cineraceous
cineraceus frequent
and periodic invasions and subsequent isolation make dolphin island a very dynamic system whose mammalian fauna could change
dramatically as often as lake levels fluctuate
with varying precipitation patterns major
changes include the extinction of a unique
subspecies D m russeolus
russ eolus and the potential
creation of a new subspecies of little pocket
mouse
whereas marshall 1940 recorded seven
species of mammals on dolphin island when
sandbar to the
it was connected by a narrow sandbag
mainland now apparently only two small
mammal species dipodomys ordia
ordii and perlongimembris survive with possiognathus
ognathus longimembris
townsendia
townsendii
bly a third species spermophilus townsend
ii
surviving as well
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TWO PRONGHORN ANTELOPE FOUND LOCKED TOGETHER
DURING THE RUT IN WEST CENTRAL UTAH
smithl
david R smith

american pronghorn antelope antilocapra
americana
ante
ricana americana ord 1818 bucks begin
anie
showing signs of entering the rutting period in
late august in western utah smith and beale
1980 bucks exhibit territorial dominance

wood sarcobatus vermiculatus and shad
scale atriplex confertifolia
confertifolia one buck had
heart shaped horns 394
39.4
394 cm in length with
inward curving tips 38
3.8 cm
em apart during the
38
fight this buck evidently thrust its horns upward on the underside of the second buck s
neck the horn tips flexed far enough apart to
allow the second buck s neck to pass through
the horns were then locked around the second buck s neck the second buck s neck was
rubbed raw and heavily scabbed indicating
that the two animals may have remained
locked together for some time before dying

subauricular gland
by marking vegetation with subaricular
secretions urine and feces and by direct inter
actions with other bucks kitchen 1974
teractions
yoakum 1978 this territorial behavior assures that the larger healthier males do the
majority of the breeding kitchen 1974 often fights between bucks result in injury
kitchen 1974 on rare occasions these fights
have resulted in the deaths of male mule deer
geist 1981 and white tailed deer marchinCITED
literature
ton and hirth 1984 when their horns have
become locked together the occurrence of GEIST V 1981 behavior adaptive strategies in mule
pages 157 223 in 0 C wallmo ed mule
deer
pronghorn
prong
born bucks locking together as a result
horn
and black tailed deer of north america univerof fighting has been documented very few
sity of nebraska press lincoln
times spencer 1942 reported a case in south KITCHEN D W 1974 social behavior and ecology of the
park colorado in which the right horn of
born wildlife monograph no 38 96 pp
horn
prong
pronghorn
ap
one buck pierced the underside of the marchinton R L AND D H HIRTH 1984 behavior
pages 129 168 in L K halls ed white tailed
second buck s jaw while its left horn locked
deer ecology and management stakepole
Stakepole books
behind the second buck s right horn yoakum
harrisburg pennsylvania
personal communication 1988 reported that SMITH A D AND D M BEALE
1980 antelope in utah
two bucks with interlocked horns were found
some research and observations utah division of
dead on the hart mountain national wildlife
wildlife resources publication 8013
80 13 87 pp
ap
SPENCEKC
refuge in oregon during the late 1940s
SPENCERC C 1942 antelope with locked horns journal
of mammalogy 23.92
2392
on 17 september 1986 a rancher from
121 in J L
103121
sutherland utah found two dead pronghorn YOAKUM J D 1978 pronghorn pages 103
schmidt and D L gilbert eds big game of
bucks locked together the pair were found
north america stackpole books harrisburg
approximately 10 km west of sand mountain
pennsylvania
see 99.
in juab county utah t14s raw
r6w sec
received 7 march 1990
salt brush desert and domithis area is flat saltbrush
15 june
nant vegetation species include black grease
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microbiology AND WATER CHEMISTRY OF TWO NATURAL SPRINGS
IMPACTED BY GRAZING IN SOUTH CENTRAL NEVADA
hall1
and penny S amy
amyl
deborah A halla
hailand
halland

this study

was initiated to monitor the
water chemistry and microbial populations at
two sites in southern nevada ash springs and
condor canyon cattle impact was suspected
to be a causative factor in increased mortality
of two endangered fish species white river
baileyy baileyy
springfish crenicthys
baileyi
baile yi in ash
Crenic thys baileyi
Lepidomeda
springs and big spring spindace
spin dace lepidomeda
mollispinis
mollis pinis pratensis
pratensis in condor canyon
condor canyon located at the northern
end of the meadow valley wash in south central nevada is approximately four miles long
and contains a stream system that runs alternately through bureau of land management
and private land site 1I is furthest downstream near the bottom of the canyon site 2 is
within the canyon and site 3 is near the
mouth of the canyon adjacent to the spring
source site 4 is closest to another spring
deamues s ranch a private ranch
source on delmues
where cattle currently graze cattle are also
occasionally present near site 3
ash springs in pahranagat valley is a
warm water spring with temperatures varying from 33 C to 35 C between summer of
1986 and spring of 1987 cattle were present
head pool and there was a marked deat the headpool
cline in springfish and other endemic species
removal of the cattle by fencing initiated by
the BLM in 1987 allowed fish numbers to
increase to the same levels as prior to the
decline taylor et al 1990 because of the
recovery this area served somewhat as a control but residual manure continues to influence the spring whenever precipitation ochead pool is still utilized by the
curs the headpool
public as a hot tub
collection trips were planned for both
spring sites on a monthly basis beginning in
september 1988 and continuing until august
1989 we gathered water samples from four
sites in condor canyon and two sites at ash

springs with duplicate samples taken from
one site each month on a rotational basis
weather conditions water levels and flow
were monitored by ocular estimation water
and air temperatures were taken using a calibrated thermometer conductivity corning
model PS 17
ph hanna instruments
model 0624
00 and dissolved oxygen hach
062400
were tested in the field using calibrated
equipment water was collected in sterile
nalgene bottles by hand dipping the bottle
rinsing and refilling without sampler related
contamination
total bacterial counts were evaluated by
dilution and spread plating on raa
r2a agar
difco as well as by membrane filtration geldiaco
gn6 during the winter months when
man gna
counts were low plates were incubated at
room temperature for five to seven days
coli forms were measured using the
total coliforms
most probable number method MPN
american public health association 1985
and membrane filtration followed by growth
on mendo agar difeo at 37 C fecal coli
forms were also cultured after membrane fildifco at
tration and support on mac
mfc agar diaco
44 C each coliform colony and positive MPN
tube was confirmed by inoculation into brilliant green bile broth difco
diaco tubes and each
was scored positive when gas and acid were
produced
pseudomonas aeruginosa and Ae
aeromonas
romonas
hydro phila were also evaluated by membrane
hydrophily
hydrophila
filtration bacteria on the filters were grown
on mpa agar american public health association 1985 at 41 C for isolation of P aerugo
aerugi
nosa positive colonies were confirmed by
streaking on skim milk agar with clearing of
the milk by colonies macconkey agar diaco
difco
was originally used for enumeration of A hy
dr ophila but it did not clearly select for that
organism A comparison of several selective

pafk
biological sciences university of ofnevada
parkway
may
vay las vegas nevada 89154
department of ofbiological
nevada las vegas 4505 maryland Park
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2 ammonia levels in parts per billion

top frame

depicts condor canyon bottom frame ash springs

4 were in

condor canyon and sites 5 and 6

media for enumeration of A hydrophily
hydro phila by
hydrophila
arcos et al 1988 found ma agar rippey and
cabelli 1979 to be the most effective therefore we replaced the macconkey agar with
ma agar beginning with the november sampling incubation was carried out at 37 C and
suspected positive colonies denoted by a yellow color were inoculated into AH semisoft
agar tubes kaper et al 1979 A positive reaction was scored in tubes exhibiting alkaline
conditions at the top and acid production at
the butt of the tube confirmed organisms
were motile produced indole and did not
produce hydrogen sulfide
water temperatures in condor canyon exhibited a gradient with higher temperatures
at sites 3 and 4 near the source of the springs
and cooler temperatures within the canyon
temperatures in the canyon dropped during
the winter months and increased again during
the summer while in ash springs they remained stable throughout the year fig 1
the ammonia levels in condor canyon
fluctuated throughout the year but a general
increase was observed during december and
january along with a less significant increase
in june fig 2 sites 5 and 6 at ash springs
exhibited a similar pattern during these months
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when the nitrate plus nitrite levels were
graphed together a pattern similar to the nha
nh3

NITRATE PLUS NITRITE LEVELS

500

data was seen but there was a lag time of
nearly a month in the peaks for both condor
canyon and ash springs fig 3 there was a
nitrate plus nitrite gradient in the condor
canyon sites with site 4 at the top of the
canyon being highest and site 1 at the bottom
lowest
A large peak in organic phosphorus OP
levels during march correlated with nh3
nha
peaks observed during that month ash
springs and condor canyon both exhibited
this phenomenon fig 4
incondor canyon were
total viable counts in condor
dramatically similar to OP levels during
march fig 5 the peak at site 2 in january
was notable at ash springs total counts
varied little A slight peak was observed in
march but this may not be statistically valid
pseudomonas aeruginosa an opportunistic
fish pathogen was found on a regular basis
only at site 5 in ash springs with rare colonies
appearing at site 6 A pattern similar to that
exhibited in the total viable counts can be
seen with a dramatic peak in march and also
with higher numbers during the summer and
early fall fig 6
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TOTAL VIABLE COUNT
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total viable counts in colony forming units per 100 ml sites 1 4 were in condor canyon sites 5 and 6 at ash
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6 pseudomonas aerugmosa
aeruginosa counts in colony
forming units per 100 ml at site 5 in ash springs

fig

aeromonas
hydro phila another opporAe romonas hydrophila
hydrophily
stic fish pathogen was found at all sites
tunistic
tuni
colony forming units CFU in ash springs
followed the pattern seen with pseudomonas
aerugmosa levels showing peaks in march
aeruginosa
and july fig 7 in condor canyon a slight
peak was also observed in march with increased numbers during the summer months
when total microbial counts were also higher
the shape of the graph of total coliform
levels in condor canyon fig 8 is similar to
the graph of total viable bacterial CFU fig
coli forms were elevated in march
5 fecal coliforms
and figure 9 markedly resembles the graph of

total viable counts fig 5 the peak at site 2
in january appeared also
the increase of ammonia levels in condor
canyon during december january and june
correlated with precipitation and cattle presence in the canyon rain and snow were abundant in december and january with the additional summer showers typical of the mojave
desert occurring in june cattle were present
at site 3 in december and the streambanks
stream banks
were trampled in january when cattle were
present they deposited NH
nh3
nha in the form of
urine and feces and runoffduring winter rain
storms washed additional nitrogen into the
system from residual feces because nitrogen
is often a limiting nutrient in ecosystems
monitoring nitrogen containing chemical species is important the peaks in nitrogen species at sites 5 and 6 ash springs in december
and june were probably due to precipitation
rather than cattle presence fig 2 A peak
was also noted there during march it was
raining during this sampling trip
the lag time observed between the higher
ammonia and nitrite plus nitrate levels was
m ost likely due to the oxidation of ammonia
through nitrite to nitrate fig 3 this most
often occurs as a metabolic process of nitrify
ing bacteria and this conversion can become
slower in cool temperatures and when low
numbers of nitrifying
nitrify ing bacteria are present
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7 Ae
hydro phila counts in colony form
hydrophila
romonas hydrophily

ing units per 100 ml top frame depicts condor canyon
and bottom frame depicts ash springs

the

elevated level of total viable bacteria
during march was probably due to the
availability of OP and other nutrients washed
in by the rain from both feces and any fertilizers used by the nearby rancher figs 5 6 at
other times bacterial growth was probably
limited by lack of phosphate the higher
counts in summer and early fall are likely due
to the warmer water temperatures in condor
canyon at ash springs where water temperature remained stable total counts varied
little pseudomonas aeruginosa levels followed a similar pattern although they were
found only in ash springs
aeromonas
hydro phila
hydrophila
figure 7 depicts Ae
romonas hydrophily
data beginning with november and extending
through august only because of the change in
the isolation medium explained above
on the total coliform graph fig 8 the
peaks from february through march in condor canyon again probably reflect precipitation the significantly higher numbers at site
4 during the warmer months correlate with
the time periods when cattle were most
prevalent and water was slowest and warmest
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fig

total coliform counts in colony forming units
per 100 ml top frame depicts condor canyon and bottom frame depicts ash springs
8

at ash

springs the numbers of coliforms reflected precipitation rather than cattle presence as exhibited by the peaks in march and
july when precipitation occurred there had
been no cattle access to ash springs for six
months prior to the beginning of this study
but the effect was still seen during times of
sufficient precipitation increased fecal coli
colt
form numbers were similarly observed during
the rainy season and when water temperature
was warmest in condor canyon fig 9
As expected prior to this study bacterial
levels were influenced by water temperatures with higher counts correlating with
warmer water in condor canyon increased
numbers reflected these changes during the
warmer months while in ash springs they
remained fairly stable throughout the year
bacterial levels also reflected increased precipitation and cattle presence because of
the influx of nutrients necessary for growth
of microorganisms influence of cattle could
be seen months after their physical presence
when precipitation allowed an influx of nitrogen and phosphorus
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confertifolia

BIRDS OF A SHADSCALE ARTRIPLEX CONFERTI FOLIA
HABITAT IN EAST CENTRAL NEVADA
medini
dean E medin

despite widespread distribution of shad
scale atriplex confertifolia habitat in the
great basin desert fowler and koch 1982
it has been largely ignored by avian ecologists
there are few quantitative assessments of
breeding bird populations in these vast areas
used primarily for livestock grazing but see
fautin 1946 for western utah smith et al
1984 for southwestern idaho this information is basic to understanding the ecology of
desert birds and the stewardship of their habitats in this paper 1I describe breeding bird
densities of a shad
scale community in the
shadscale
snake valley of east central nevada and compare them with other quantitative studies
shad scale habitats
from shadscale

housage grayia
hopsage
grabia spinosa fourling
fousrwing
Four
fourwing
wing saltbush
atriplex canescens
canes
cens black greasewood sarcanescent
cobatus vermiculatus and rubber rabbit
brush chrysothamnus nauseosus occasionally occur along shallow washes three
perennial grasses indian ricegrass
ric egrass oryzopsis
hyme
hymenoides
noides galleta hilaria jamesii
jamesie
jame sii and
squirreltail Sit
sitanion
anion hystrix occur throughCheat grass bromus tectorum
out the site cheatgrass
tec torum
tectorium
an annual is a frequent associate plant names
follow Hohn
holmgren
gren and reveal 1966
METHODS

censuses
ha plot was censused
used for breeding
cens
birds using the spot map method international bird census committee 1970 A census plot chosen as the best representative of
STUDY AREA
shad scale community was selected by exthe shadscale
the study area is located 4 km north of amining the vegetation and topography of the
baker in southeastern white pine county
general area A square plot was surveyed and
nevada at a median elevation of approxi- gridded with points numbered and marked
mately 1600 m
in the study area is a flat valley with stakes at 75 m intervals ten census visbottom bounded by foothills and mountains its to the plot were made annually from 29
there are no seeps springs or live streams on march to 1I june from 1981 to 1983 most spot
the site although dry washes cross the valley mapping was done from sunrise to early afterfloor climatically the area is a cold desert noon when birds were most active different
with cold winters and hot dry summers max- census routes through the plot were used
imum temperatures in summer frequently ex- with different starting and ending points disceed 35 C and minimum temperatures in tri
tributed as evenly as practicable among the
winter often drop to 29
29cC houghton et al visits to ensure complete coverage the plot
1975 annual precipitation ranges from 10 to was censuses
censused
used by walking within 50 in of all
cens
20 cm houghton et al 1975 the area is points on the grid recorded bird observagrazed lightly by cattle trailing to and from tions extended a minimum of 75 m beyond
spring fall ranges R jenson personal com- plot boundaries
cation
munication
muni
at the end of the sampling period clusters
vegetation in the study area comprises of observations and coded activity patterns on
a mixture of low shrubs with a sparse species maps were circled indicating areas of
herbaceous component dominant shrubs are activity or approximate territories fractional
shad scale green molly kochia americana
shadscale
parts of boundary territories were determined
common winterfat
Eu
winter fat eudotia
eurotia
rotia lanata bud by estimating the portion of each edge cluster
sagebrush artemisia spinescens
spines cens and spiny that fell within the study plot oelke 1981
spinescent
A 20

intermountain research station forest service U
agriculture boise idaho83702
idaho 83702
USS department of ofagriculture
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passerine breeding bird densities individualsha
sha in shadscale vegetation east central nevada 1981 1983
individual

species

horned lark
ophila alpestris
alpe stris
erenwphila
eremophila
Erem
efem
brewer s sparrow
spizella brewere
breweri
bre
weri
sage thrasher
oreoseoptes montanus
oreoscoptes

breeding bird density
B reeding
dens ity

ne
sting
nesting

foraging
category a

substrateb
substrates
sub itrate1

1981

1982

1983

GGO

G

128

1.52
152

132
1.32
132

GGI

B

0.08
008

ono
OJO
0.10
010
olo

0.08
008

GGI

B

0.02
002

4

138

1.62
162
49

sha
individualshi
shii
total individualsha
individual
ghad
gha
ahad
biomass gha11

42

species richness n

3

11

a 1985 GGO
ground gleaning omnivore GGI
DeGraa fet
degraaf
after degraafet
et at
abher
abter
baffer
bafter
C ground nester B bush nester
after harrison
harrlson 1979 G

2

C

oos
0.05
005
145
1.45
145
44

3

ground gleaning insectivore

c

indicates the species was observed infrequently less than three registrations
dspecies
species weights from dunning 1984

and verner 1985 summarized methodological and other special problems of the mapping
method
total bird biomass was calculated annually
by summing the products of breeding bird
species densities and average bird species
body weights dunning 1984 bird nomenclature is from the 1983 AOU checklist
check list
american ornithologists union 1983
RESULTS AND

discussion

three passerine bird

species bred on the
study site table 1 by far the most common
breeder was the horned lark eremophila
Erem ophila
alpe stris A permanent resident this broadly
alpestris
distributed bird occurred throughout the
study plot less common and in more restricted
ed locations were two summer resistrict
dents the brewer s sparrow spizella brew
eri and the sage thrasher oreoscoptes
montanus
other species observed as occasional visitors on or over the study plot during the
breeding season included northern harrier
cy
cyaneus
aneus red tailed hawk buteoja
circus cyaneous
maicensis ferruginous hawk buteo regolden eagle aquila chrysaetos
galis
american kestrel falco spar
verius prairie
sparverius
falcon falco mexicanus
mexic anus mourning dove
mac roura burrowing owl athene
zenaida macroura
cunicularia
ia short eared owl asio flam
cunicular
meus violet green swallow tachycineta
thalas sina cliff swallow hirundo pyrrhon
thalassino
thalassina
pyrrho
nota barn swallow hirundo rustica comloggerhead
mon raven corvus corax
borax
ludovic ianus vesper spar
shrike lanius ludovicianus

row pooecetes gra
graminous
gramineus
mineus black throated
sparrow amphispiza bilineata
bilineata and western
bilineate
meadowlark sturnella neglecta
neglects
horned lark breeding territories were
contiguous on the study plot from 91 to
95 of the total bird density each year was
accounted for by the horned lark table 1
this species inhabited areas in which the vegetation was open and low growing with
considerable bare ground horned larks
sang from the ground while perched or from
the air during nuptial flight displays five
horned lark nests were found during the
study all were placed on the ground in shallow excavations partly beneath or beside a low
shrub or grass tussock incubating females
were first observed on 22 april 1983 and
nestlings
nest lings were last observed on 19 may 1983
in the great basin horned larks are usually most abundant in and
arld valleys but may
arid
occur in suitable habitat on mountain plateaus
or in montane fields ryser 1985 as well as in
cold northern desert scrub sagebrush and
subalpine grasslands behle and perry 1975
brewer s sparrows were a consistent but
relatively minor avian component of the shad
scale community in this study table 1 As a
breeding bird it was largely restricted to scattered clumps of black greasewood fourling
fourwing
fourwing
saltbush and rubber rabbitbrush occurring
near a shallow dry wash that crossed the study
site 1I found no nests of brewer s sparrow but
observed singing courtship pairing and
other breeding activities this sparrow normally breeds in big sagebrush artemisia tri
dentata habitats but will also nest in a variety
of other suitable shrubs short 1984

1990
TABLE 2
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shadscale
scale communities of the great basin desert
breeding bird densities individualsha
individual sha in shad

location
southwestern idaho
southwestern utah

western utah
east central nevada

total

year

density

species

1979

11.54
54
154

3

1980
1984
1984
1984
1984
1940
1981
1982
1983

154
1.38
138
1.39
139
ogs
0.98
098
1 16
ilg
1.16
116
log
1.06
106
11.38
38
138
1 62
1.62
162
145
1.45
145

3

reference
smith et al 1984
11

11

11

medin 1986

2
2

3
3
3
3
2
3

fautin 1946

this study

shad scale bud sagebrush common winter
identified as the salt desert shrub vegetation type shrub species included shadscale
fourwmg
fat black
fourling
winterfat
mack greasewood fourwing
four wing
saltbush nuttall saltbush atriplexfalcata
glabrata
Atriplex falcata and httleleafhorsebrush
littleleafborsebrush tetradymia
glabrate
saltbushnuttall
tetradymw glabrata

recorded relatively low densities of sage
Thrashers
shad scale community sage
thrashers in the shadscale
Thrashers bred on the study plot only two of
thrashers
the three study years table 1 mapped
breeding territories included the tallest black
greasewood shrubs associated with the dry
wash that crossed the area sage thrashers
Thra shers
were not common on the study plot and no
nests were found although considered by
some investigators to be a sagebrush obligate
al 1976 sage Thra
eegg braun
shers occur
et
etal
thrashers
braunetal
in other plant communities behle and perry
1975 list the sage thrasher as a regular but
relatively uncommon bird of the great basin
desert scrub formation that includes shad
scale black greasewood and rubber rabbit
brush fautin 1946 classified the sage
thrasher as a summer resident in greasewood
habitats of western utah
few other assessments of breeding bird
shad scale habitats are available
densities in shadscale
287 reported an aver1946287
table 2 fautin 1946
age summer population from actual counts on
4 ha plots of log
shad scale combirdshal
bird sha in shadscale
1.06
106 birdsha
ties of western utah nesting birds inmunities
muni
cluded horned larks rock wrens sal
pinches
pinctes obsoletus
obsoletes and black throated sparrows medin 1986 570 found total densities
1139
39 birdsha
98 to 139
birdshal
1.39
bird sha on several
ranging from 00.98
098
sample plots on the desert experimental
range in southwestern utah breeding birds
included horned larks black throated sparrikes smith et al
shaikes
rows and loggerhead Sh
shrikes
1984 263 reported a total density of 1 54
birdshal
bird sha in a salt desert shrub compasserine birdsha
munity in southwestern idaho
results from my three year study of breeding bird populations in a shadscale
shad scale habitat in
sbadscale
east central nevada were numerically similar
1I

shad scale
sbadscale
seale habitats elsewhere in
to those from shadscale

the great basin desert overall the number
of bird species breeding on a census plot in
shad scale habitats ranged between two and
shadscale
shad scale
three breeding bird densities in shadscale
habitats were relatively uniform between
162
years and locations ranging from ogs
98 to 11.62
0098
0.98
62
162
individualsha
sha but there were pronounced
individual
compositional differences in the breeding
bird communities of several bird species reported breeding in shadscale
shad scale habitats only
the horned lark was common to each census
plot observed differences in the composition
of breeding bird communities may have been
related to physiognomic and floristic differences in the vegetation at each location
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california GULL populations NESTING AT GREAT SALT LAKE
don S paul joseph R jehl jr

although the california gull larus califor
nicus is the state bird of utah the history and
status of colonies nesting at great salt lake
have not been well documented stansbury
1852 reported gulls nesting in 1850 and the
population has been studied sporadically
since then behle 1958 22 32 provided a
comprehensive review of the history of the
colonies and commented on the reliability of
early estimates many of which were greatly
exaggerated he made the first complete survey in 1931 behle 1958 23 reporting approximately 80000 adults breeding on the
great salt lake islands behle 1958 32 continued to study the population through the
1950s and concluded that
the only generalization one can make is that there are
population shifts constantly going on and there seems
to be a movement from the remote colonies of the lake
eastward closer to the foot of the wasatch front and
closer to the food supply
it is not certainly known
whether there has been an actual increase of the total
population of gulls for the entire region during late
years as some claim it is my feeling that such is not the
case rather by moving their nesting colonies to new
locations to the east or at the several refuges the
seagulls are more conspicuous

2

UTAH

and pamela K yochem2

location of the colonies was determined by
making an aerial survey of the entire lake
shore and the islands in 1982 and 1983 a
walk through strip count of active nests and
young was the primary method used to determine colony size in several colonies size was
determined by using a spotting scope to count
nests or adults in several others photo transects were made from the airplane in 1986
and 1987 estimates of the adult population
were made using direct nest counts at small
colonies at larger colonies estimates were
made by comparing aerial photographs to
those made in earlier years the largest colonies were estimated by paul using knowledge
from past experience of the colony and its size
in 1989 numbers were estimated from aerial
surveys on most islands and by strip transects
of mainland colonies ground counts were
made by paul and jehl at the large colony at
the morton salt company and also on gunnison island DWR also censuses
censused
used colonies at
cens
utah lake and neponset
Nep onset reservoir in 1982
and 1983 for details see paul 1983 1986

19871989
the results table 1 show that in the 1980s
behle 1958 32 provided several examples of gulls nested at 16 20 sites around the lake
relocations most notably
fig 1 and that at some sites numbers varied
hat island which once supported 20000 gulls has been from year to year most of the changes could
be associated with a 10 foot fluctuation in lake
completely abandoned and the gunnison island population has been reduced from 60000 to 10000 oi
or
levels which caused the desertion of some
15000 in contrast the rock island utah lake colony colonies and the formation of others the lake
increased from a few hundred to 27850
level rose from 4202 in 1982 to 4211.8
42118 in
sporadic records and unequal effort make 1987 and then receded to 4206.5
42065 in 1989
data from 1932 through 1981 difficult to interfor example up to 18000 gulls nested at
pret to gain a better understanding of the antelope island in the mid 1960s even
current situation the utah department of though terrestrial predators badger fox coynatural resources division of wildlife res- ote had access to the colony paul 1983 and
ources DWR repeated behle s work by personal observation no gulls were present
conducting aerial and ground censuses of the in 1982 the first year of intensive surveys
colonies in 1982 and 1983 paul 1983 addi- perhaps because disturbance at a nearby excational surveys were made in 1986 1987 and vation site discouraged nesting large num1989 paul 1986 1987 1989 in all years the bers nearly 33000 returned in 1983 and
utah department of ofnatural
84405 4599
natural resources 515 east 5300 south ogden utah 844054599
asea
2sea
ea world Ke
search institute 1700 south shores road san diego california 92109
research
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numbers of breeding adult california gulls at great salt lake utah
department of wildlife resources paul 1983 1986 1987 1989

1982 1989

TABLE 1

colony

1982

1983

1986

remarks

1989

1987

data from utah

great salt lake
salt creek WMA
2 promontory point
3 bear river refuge
1

4 perry sewer lagoon

200
1172
2492

50
0
4270

50
0
0

100

0
0

nd11
ndb
adb
0
0

0

0

1200

3165

35

controlled population
flooded 1983
flooded after 1983
controlled population
isolated after 1983
connected to main
maln
mainland 1989

5 GSL mineral
6 rocky island

5356
2037

0
20

0
976

NA
20

4500
300

flooded 1983
reduced in size by
flooding in
m 1983
again 1986

7 ogden bay
a pintail flats

b umtl
unit
umal1

c unit 2

d pasture
8 egg island

8706

0
112
0
3502

2400
2000
0
0
1170

0
0
0
10.000
10000
0

0
0
0

12000
0

0
3592
0
0
0

flooded after 1983
flooded after 1983
flooded after 1982
occupied as lake rose
reduced in size in 1983
flooded 1984

9 white rock
10
11

12
13
14
15
16

antelope island
farmington bay
a turpin dike
b interior
morton salt co

lake point salt co
hat island

gunnison island
locomotive springs
subtotal GSL

0
0
20
20
0
9476
2740

492

32940
250
0
250
9660

200

34600
0
0
0
9500

200

200

34000

0

0
0
0
9500

0
0
0
43025

0
9800

0
9800

10000

10000

0
12000
12700

1100

225

200

3032
0

7072
9507
9450
0

49862

80487

76470

790104
79010

76552

6591
8981
3680

5982
7855
4856

19252

18693

ND
ND
ND
180001
18000

ND
ND
ND
18000

ND
ND
ND
180001
18000

69114

99180

94470

10997

area reduced 25
after 1983
see text
flooded after 1983

flooded in 1983
controlled population
incorporated antelope
island colony in 1989
flooded after 1983
minor reduction in area
no change in habitat

other colonies
geneva steel utah lake
white lake
neponset reservoir
Neponset
subtotal others
grand total
15
115

97.010
97010

94552

dati
no data

the colony remained fairly stable until 1989
when it was abandoned for unknown reasons
concurrently the morton salt colony which
had been stable at about 9500 birds from
1982 1988 increased to over 43000 presumably by incorporating the antelope island
birds
at ogden bay several shoreline nesting
areas were inundated by rising water in 1982
83 paul personal observation causing the
gulls to move inland in 1984 to a dike separating waterfowl management units when the
dike was inundated in 1985 the gulls moved

farther inland and occupied a pasture 12000
birds in 1987 which was accessible to mammalian predators the pasture colony bred
successfully through 1988 but was deserted in
1989 when the dike used in 1985 resurfaced
and was reoccupied
rising water in the early 1980s also isolated
the dikes at perry sewage lagoons allowing a
colony to form there in 1984 the colony grew
to over 3000 in 1987 and then was virtually
abandoned 35 nests in 1989 after its isolation was destroyed by the falling lake levels
paul and jehl personal observation
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there are several other nesting locations in

the vicinity of great salt lake of which three
are at utah lake the rock island colony
estimated at 2000 adults in 1932 by behle
grew to 27850 adults in 1942 beck
beek 1942 A
beck
subsequent rise in lake level in 1944 made the
island largely unavailable at that time a new
site developed on a dike at the newly established geneva steel plant beek
beck estimated its
size at 6800 gulls in 1946 in 1979 the DWR
estimated 12320 pairs there 1982 and 1983
counts were 6591 and 5924 adults respectively white lake a southern extension of
utah lake has been active since at least the
1960s the DWR estimated 12124 pairs in
1979 in 1982 and 1983 there were 8981 and
7855 breeding adults respectively
in rich county east of the wasatch range
gulls have nested at neponset
Neponset reservoir since
at least the 1960s counts in 1982 and 1983
were 3680 and 4856 adults
Neponset reservoir
the utah lake and neponset
colonies are still active and currently hold
approximately the same numbers as in the
early 1980s paul personal observation

discussion
the california gull is a highly adaptable
species despite a 10 foot fluctuation in lake
level which led to major changes in the
availability of breeding sites and in the size
of individual colonies in the 1980s the number of breeding adults at great salt lake
has remained essentially constant at about
80 ooo
000 birds through that decade and
75000 80000
apparently since behle s 1931 survey this is
surprising in view of the major population
increase this species has undergone in the
twentieth century conover 1983 and an apparent increase in winter population at great
salt lake in recent years tove and fischer
1988 the only apparent anomaly in the number of breeding birds is the drop in 1982
which evidently resulted from the temporary
abandonment of antelope island estimating
18000 birds at nearby colonies gives a total
of
ca 93000 98000 breeding adults for the
ofca
great salt lake region
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